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1
Introduction

1.1 Introduction

In the present technological era computers and related appliances have be-
come an important part of our everyday life. One of the numerous benefi-
cial advantages is access to information from virtually any place we want.
Another convenience of today’s technology is the ability to transfer infor-
mation from digital format onto paper for further usage via printers at
home or at work. Inkjet printers, which use small droplets of ink to create
an image on paper, represent a very popular choice for household appli-
cation as well as industrial usage. The reliability and the high quality of
the prints combined with the relatively low operational costs are the most
important advantages of this specific category of printers.

However, document printing is not the only service drop-on-demand
(DOD) printing technique has to offer [1–3]. Possible combination of inkjet
technology with liquids other than conventional inks [4] enable new ap-
proaches in electronic circuit printing [5], manufacture of liquid crystal-
based screens [6], displays [7], solar cells [8], data storage [9], optical fibers
[10], drug dispensing [11], and many more. On the other hand, in order to
further improve the printing speed and resolution, while simultaneously
maintaining a high quality of the produced prints, the miniaturization of
the inkjet head itself is required. To meet the demand, Micro Electro Me-
chanical Systems (MEMS) silicon-based technologies have been introduced
and their further integration is being explored on an industrial level at in-
creasingly large scales in the fabrication of inkjet head [12, 13].

Enhanced miniaturization poses new challenges to be solved, ranging
from (i) improved ink channel design to (ii) development and optimization
of piezo-materials to (iii) interference of the wetting layer on the nozzle
plate with the firing of droplets. The goal of the work described in this
thesis is to study possible solutions for problems imposed by the wetting
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1. INTRODUCTION

InkNozzle InkNozzle

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: (a) Sketch of the nozzle filled with ink at rest before droplet firing
starts. Ideally, the ink is fully confined within the nozzle. (b) Situation at rest is
shown after a firing event. In this case, the surface of the nozzle plate is wetted
by ink and the meniscus is protruding outside the nozzle. The pressure inside the
ink channel results in a net ink flow onto the nozzle plate, increasing the ink layer
thickness.

characteristics of the nozzle plate. More specifically, we aim at designing
suitable patterned surface coatings to control the motion of the residual ink
layer.

1.2 Wetting of the nozzle plate

The presence of a wetting layer of ink on the outer surface of the nozzle
poses one of the major problems inhibiting reliable reproducible operation
of the inkjet printhead [14–16]. Ultimately, this results in a deterioration
of the print quality. More specifically, ink droplets are created by alternat-
ing negative and positive pressure waves inside the ink channel; this is
achieved by a piezo-electric element integrated within the channel [3]. A
key factor influencing the droplet firing process is the position of the air-
ink interface. In order to assure a reliable and continuous jetting process,
the triple contact line should be pinned at the edges of the nozzle, and the
nozzle plate surface should remain ink-free, as schematically depicted in
Fig. 1.1 (a). Ideally, the meniscus should remain inside the nozzle channel
during the whole printing process.

However, in actual devices after a few seconds of firing the nozzle plate is
covered by a micrometer-thick ink layer as is schematically represented in
Fig. 1.1 (b). An actual image of a wetted nozzle plate is depicted in Fig. 1.2
(a) (the optically visible fringes arise from interference of light reflected on
both sides of the wetting layer; their spacing indicates a thickness of the
order of microns). The reason that inks readily wet the nozzle plate sur-
face lies in the fact that most commercially relevant inks are based on low
surface tension liquids exhibiting small contact angles. Thus, these liquids

2
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1.2 WETTING OF THE NOZZLE PLATE

Figure 1.2: Influence of ink accumulation at the nozzle plate surface (ref. [17] )
on droplet jetting. (a) The nozzle plate prior the jetting, covered by a micrometer
thick ink layer, as can be seen from the interference fringes. (b) Jetting of droplets
is initiated from every second nozzles at 20kHz. (c-d) Accumulation of ink near
the nozzle occurs. (e) Left-most nozzle is about to stop firing. (f-g) The ink puddle
increases as the channel remains under pressure. (h) The centre nozzle jetting is
compromised: the droplet trajectory is altered.

attempt to minimize the surface energy by spreading and fully covering
the entire available surface area. For the same reason, mechanical wip-
ing is not sufficient to completely remove the wetting layer. Due to the
presence of the ink layer, the triple contact line is not pinned at the noz-
zle edges. Nevertheless, jetting of droplets remains possible until a certain
critical layer thickness is reached.

As a consequence of the depinning of the contact line as described above,
the ink reservoir inside the print head is directly connected to the surface
wetting layer. To enable firing of droplets, the ink in the channel is kept at
a pressure which is higher than the ambient pressure on the outside. As a
result, the ink is continuously being supplied to the surface wetting layer,
therewith increasing its thickness (Fig. 1.1 (b) and Fig. 1.2 (c-e)). Once the
thickness of the ink layer on the surface becomes larger than the aforemen-

3



1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.3: Failure of the droplet formation process during the last thousand drop
formation cycles. As the drop speed decreases below a critical level, the adjacent
drop will merge and a large amount of ink collects just below the nozzle opening.
This large amount of ink is finally attracted to the nozzle plate and consequently
leads to wetting of the nozzle plate [3].

tioned critical value, the nozzle will stop firing (Fig. 1.2 (f)). Moreover,
once the droplet firing stops, the thickness of the wetting layer increases
even faster, as larger quantities of ink are now directly supplied to the noz-
zle plate surface (Fig. 1.2 (g-h)). Eventually, the macroscopic ink ’puddle’
reaches neighbouring nozzles which are still firing, resulting either in a
change of the trajectory of ink droplets or leads to a complete blocking of
the nozzles, therewith further compromising the print quality.

There are a number of ways the ink creates a wetting layer on the nozzle
plate. First, mechanical and chemical defects in the vicinity of nozzle will
promote depinning of the contact line which gives rise to ink wetting of
the surrounding surface even prior to initiating the firing process. Second,
as the frequency of droplet fire is typically around 30 kHz, the necessary
channel refill during printing can also result in depinning of the contact
line from the nozzle edges and give rise to overflow onto the nozzle plate.
Another way would be the failure during droplet formation resulting in
large size droplets attaching to the nozzle plate, as shown in Fig. 1.3.

The major requirement nowadays for drop-on-demand (DOD) inkjet pri-
nters is stability during firing process resulting in a high quality of the
prints. As the presence of the wetting layer on the nozzle plate surface
has profound consequences on the firing, a way to remedy the situation is
to assure that the ink is constantly forced away from the nozzle. In order
to facilitate the removal process, the wettability properties of the nozzle
plate should be modified. More specifically, an antiwetting coating should
be applied on which the ink will not form a film but will tend to form
droplets. However, more extensive research is required focusing on the
chemical stability of the coating in contact with the inks, as well as on wear
resistance of potential coatings.

4



1.3 CHEMICALLY CREATED ANISOTROPIC PATTERNS

Presently, on printheads manufactured using MEMS technology, the anti-
wetting coatings are applied homogeneously on the whole nozzle plate.
Homogeneous coatings prevent the formation of a wetting layer but are
not very effective against ink accumulation in the vicinity of the nozzle,
thus requiring more sophisticated solutions.

1.3 Chemically created anisotropic patterns

The preceding discussion shows that inhibiting ink accumulation in the
vicinity of the nozzle plate can considerably improve the overall print-
ing quality. Homogeneous application of an antiwetting coating on the
whole nozzle plate cannot assure removal of the ink from the nozzle. Fur-
thermore, the ongoing miniaturization of the inkjet printheads prohibits
integration of any active device that will assure that the ink is actively re-
moved, for example by a temperature gradient.

A promising approach comprises the creation of a surface tension gra-
dient by combining two chemical species with distinctly different surface
energies. One should be more “hydrophobic” while the other should be
“hydrophilic”, i.e. non-wetting and wetting, respectively, for the ink used
in the printing process. The overall surface tension should increase with
increasing distance from the nozzle orifice. Ink droplets in contact with
spatially varying surface energy on the nozzle plate will move in the direc-
tion of high surface tension and thus away from the nozzle.

A possible way to create such an energy gradient in a controlled way con-
sists op applying a pattern made of stripes of alternating wettability, such
as presented in Fig. 1.4. Changing the relative widths of stripes enables
tuning the overall surface energy, while using a well-defined geometry cre-
ates a preferential direction for droplet motion parallel to the stripes. The
advantage of such an anisotropic pattern as compared to a more simple,
isotropic design consisting of a homogeneous hydrophobic circle around
the orifice is that in the latter case the droplet only starts to move when it
‘feels’ the more wetting surface outside this circle. In the case of anisotro-
pic patterns, motion should in principle be possible at any location within
the pattern as long as the difference in surface energy on opposite sides of
the droplet is large enough to initiate movement.

5



1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.4: Sketch of a possible design for a chemically created pattern. The centre
circle represents the nozzle orifice, the blue and white stripes correspond to two
different chemical entities. Variations in overall surface energies are achieved by
changing the relative widths of the hydrophilic/hydrophobic stripes.

1.4 Outline of the thesis

This thesis is organised as follows. In chapter 2 the static behaviour of
droplets on chemically patterned surfaces consisting of parallel stripes of
alternating wettability is presented. The overall surface energy is changed
from predominantly hydrophobic to hydrophilic by variations of the rela-
tive stripe widths. The dependence of the static shape on the overall sur-
face energy of the underlying pattern is discussed. Also, the behaviour
of three different liquids with different surface tensions is compared. In
chapter 3 the kinetics of deposition on the aforementioned stripe-patterned
surfaces is described to enable a better understanding of the way the static
shapes as studied in preceding chapter are achieved. Specifically, the evo-
lution of the droplet and the motion of the contact line in orthogonal di-
rections are compared. In the direction parallel to the stripes spreading
is favourable, while perpendicular to the stripes the contact line experi-
ences regularly spaced energy barriers posed by the hydrophobic stripes.
Chapters 4 and 5 deal with droplets moving over a chemically defined sur-
face energy gradient. More precisely, droplets move over pattern designs
consisting of parallel stripes where the surface energy in increased upon
moving over subsequent regions in the pattern. In chapter 4 we describe
results pertaining to linear patterns. After a global description of the mo-

6



1.4 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

tion of a droplet, preliminary comparative results are presented for pat-
terns with different surface energy gradients. In chapter 5 the motion of
liquid droplets over radially patterned surfaces is presented. This type of
pattern is of prime interest from an application point of view, but the ra-
dially symmetric geometry of the design makes it more complicated for
experimental studies. Consequently, the discussion is facilitated by com-
parison with the previously discussed linear patterns. Finally, in chapter 6
the static behaviour of droplets on shallow grooved, morphologically pat-
terned substrates is considered. The patterns show clear similarities with
those considered in chapters 2 and 3, although now instead of alternating
hydrophilic/hydrophobic stripes, shallow grooves replace the hydrophilic
part of the pattern. We compare the droplet characteristics on chemically
and morphologically patterned surfaces in the Wenzel state. Moreover, on
part of the microstructured surfaces the Cassie-Baxter state is observed.
The origin of this ‘fakir’ state as well as the interdependence of the two
observed states is discussed.

7





2

Scaling of anisotropic droplet
shapes on chemically

stripe-patterned surfaces

In this chapter an experimental study of droplet wetting behaviour on chemically
patterned anisotropic surfaces is presented. Asymmetric static droplet shapes,
arising from patterns of alternating hydrophilic (pristine SiO2) and hydropho-
bic (fluoroalkylsilane self-assembled monolayers) stripes with dimensions in the
low-micrometer range, are investigated in relation to stripe width and separation.
Owing to the well-defined small droplet volume, the static shape as well as the
observed contact angles exhibit unique scaling behaviour. Only the relative width
of hydrophilic and hydrophobic stripes proves to be a relevant parameter.

9



2. SCALING OF ANISOTROPIC DROPLET SHAPES

2.1 Introduction

Controlling surface wettability is attracting significant scientific attention
in many research areas, including fluid physics, materials science and in-
terface physics. Applications of ‘smart’ surfaces with artificially designed
wetting properties range, for example, from micro- or nanofluidic devices
to car windows. Numerous theoretical and experimental studies have been
conducted on chemically heterogeneous [18–22] and topographically struc-
tured surfaces [23–25].

Following the identification of surface roughness as the origin of the ‘lo-
tus effect’ [26] and the race to pursue artificial superhydrophobic surfaces,
most research has concentrated on investigating the behaviour of liquids
on isotropic, topographically patterned surfaces [27]. Nevertheless, aniso-
tropic surfaces can provide an important insight into the effect of dynamics
on the final shape of the sessile droplet, therewith enabling one to gain a
better understanding of the role of surface geometry. One of the first and
nowadays still frequently studied anisotropic structured periodic surfaces
consists of parallel grooves [28–32].

The investigation of similar anisotropic two-dimensional systems on mor-
phologically flat substrates using chemical surface modification was hin-
dered by the difficulty to reproducibly obtain sufficiently small features.
Recent advances in the field of Self-Assembled Monolayers (SAMs) and
their application for surface modification, combined with progress in litho-
graphic patterning tools, enable reproducible manufacture of well-defined
patterns to be used in wettability studies [33].

In this chapter we present an experimental study focused on chemically
heterogeneous surfaces and their influence on the final shape of sessile
drops. The well-defined, lithographically created patterns used in our ex-
periments enable a detailed study and allow comparing of behaviour using
different liquids. The observed anisotropic shapes as well as their quantifi-
cation and scaling is discussed in view of the underlying patterns as well
as liquid properties.

2.2 Experimental surfaces preparation

The surface patterns employed in our investigation consist of alternating
hydrophobic and hydrophilic stripes (fluoroalkylsilane SAMs and bare SiO2

surface, respectively), giving rise to anisotropic wetting properties as sche-
matically shown in Fig. 2.1. Using standard cleanroom facilities, silicon
wafers with a thin layer of natural oxide are spin coated with positive pho-

10



2.2 EXPERIMENTAL SURFACES PREPARATION
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Figure 2.1: Quantifying anisotropic drops: (a) Schematic top-view representa-
tion and (b) photograph of an asymmetric (glycerol) droplet on a chemically
patterned surface consisting of alternating SiO2 (hydrophilic) and 1H,1H,2H,2H-
PerFluoroDecylTrichloroSilane (PFDTS) (hydrophobic) stripes. The width of the
stripes was varied in the range of 2−20µm. The relative width of the stripes leads
to a variation from a predominantly hydrophilic surface (wider SiO2) to mostly
hydrophobic substrates (wider PFDTS). Two spreading regimes perpendicular
and parallel to the stripes (x- and y-directions) lead to different macroscopic con-
tact angles θ⊥ and θ‖ and corresponding width W and length L, as schematically
depicted in (c) and (d), respectively. Note that the actual number of lines under-
neath the droplet is much larger than shown in (a).

toresist, enabling pattern creation via optical lithography. After the ex-
posed photoresist is washed off, the remaining photoresist is baked and
provides surface protection during vapor deposition of 1H,1H,2H,2H-per-
fluorodecyltrichlorosilane (PFDTS) (ABCR, Germany). After SAM forma-
tion the photoresist is washed off, leaving a chemically patterned surface.

The PFDTS molecule has a fluorinated chain consisting of 10 carbon
atoms and a silane head-group that binds covalently to a thin layer of
native oxide on the Si wafers. Once the chemical reaction between the
silane head and the surface oxide has taken place, the fluorinated tail is ex-
posed. The assembly of molecules creates a densely packed thin layer with
a height in the order of one nm. Vapour deposition of the PFDTS molecules

11



2. SCALING OF ANISOTROPIC DROPLET SHAPES

is done in a degassed chamber that is exposed in successive turns to PFDTS
and water reservoirs to introduce the respective vapours, initiating the re-
action on the wafer surface. Using a controlled environment ensures good
quality and reproducibility of the SAMs [34].

Droplet deposition and characterization, including measurement of con-
tact angles (CAs), is done using an OCA 15+ apparatus (Dataphysics, Ger-
many). Droplets are created using a computer controlled syringe. Depo-
sition of the droplet is achieved by very slowly lowering the suspended
droplet onto the surface. As soon as the droplet is in contact with the sur-
face, wetting induced spreading leads to detachment from the needle. For
all droplets, the volume is fixed to 1µl. As droplet dimensions are in the
millimeter range, our surfaces are considered to be flat, but chemically het-
erogeneous [35]. Linewidths are varied in the range 2− 20µm; droplets
span 700 to 80 lines. The liquids used are water (from Millipore Simplic-
ity 185 system), glycerol (Glycerol ReagentPlus, SIGMA) and decanol (1-
Decanol for synthesis, MERCK Chemicals). The surface tensions of water
and glycerol have similar values (γlv,wat ≈ 72mJ/m2 and γlv,gly ≈ 65mJ/m2).
However, glycerol has a viscosity three orders of magnitude larger com-
pared to water and also lower vapor pressure allowing prolonged mea-
surements. Decanol has surface tension of γlv,dec ≈ 28mJ/m2 and is used to
study the behaviour of liquids with lower surface tensions on patterned
surfaces.

The OCA 15+ enables determination of CAs with an accuracy below
0.5◦; in all cases we performed multiple measurements. The experimen-
tal variations in CAs on identical sample were less than 2◦. On our exper-
imental unpatterned PFDTS SAMs we measured static CAs for water to
be θSt,wat = 111◦, θSt,gly = 106◦ and θSt,dec = 59◦. On pristine SiO2 respective
static CA values are θSt,wat = 45◦, θSt,gly = 40◦ and θSt,dec = 30◦. An additional
top-view camera is mounted to assess the in-plane droplet shape.

2.3 Anisotropy due to surface pattern

2.3.1 Static shapes of droplet footprints

The chemical pattern on our surfaces induces different spreading behaviour
in orthogonal directions: spreading parallel to the stripes is favored at the
expense of the contact line motion perpendicular to the stripes. This in
turn gives rise to an equilibrium situation in which the droplet shape devi-
ates from spherical, such as that shown in Fig. 2.1. In fact, the top-view of
the droplets reveals that the shape can be approximated by a cylinder with

12



2.3 ANISOTROPY DUE TO SURFACE PATTERN
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Figure 2.2: Experimentally determined glycerol droplet footprint parameters in
relation to to the underlying chemical pattern. (a) Aspect ratio as a function of
PFDTS stripe widths, for various SiO2 stripe widths. (b) AR falling on one line as
a function of scaling parameter α ; the solid line is a guide to the eye. (c) Length
L and width W of footprint reveal that the trend of AR is defined by L behaviour.
The horizontal gray line (≈ 1.4mm) indicates the diameter of a spherical droplet of
same volume (1µ l) on unpatterned PFDTS for CAs as indicated.

two spherical caps. To quantify the distortion from a spherical shape, we
introduce the aspect ratio AR = L/W , where L represents the size parallel
to the stripes and W is defined as the width at the solid-liquid interface, as
shown in Fig. 2.1.

Calculated ARs for glycerol droplets on our patterns are plotted in Fig.2.2
(a) showing that the droplet shape strongly depends on the relative width
of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic lines. For fixed SiO2 stripe widths
(connected symbols), the AR increases markedly with decreasing PFDTS
stripe widths; this is most pronounced for the largest SiO2 stripe widths
experimentally studied.

To investigate whether the shape distortion is governed by a universal
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2. SCALING OF ANISOTROPIC DROPLET SHAPES

mechanism, we plot the AR as a function of the relative hydrophobicity
of each experimental surface. For that, we introduce the hydrophobic-to-
hydrophilic ratio, defined as a dimensionless parameter α :

α =
wPFDTS

wSiO2

(2.1)

where wPFDTS and wSiO2 are the hydrophobic and hydrophilic stripe widths,
respectively. In our experiments the ratio α varies between 0.125 and 6,
where α < 1 and α > 1 correspond to more hydrophilic or hydrophobic
surfaces, respectively. For α = 1 the hydrophobic and hydrophilic areas
are equal.

Fig. 2.2 (b) reveals that the AR plotted as a function of α indeed leads to
a single curve for all patterns. Apparently, the relative hydrophobicity, i.e.
the ratio α , is the predominant universal parameter defining the droplet
shape. We stress that this only holds as long as the droplet spans many
lines or the pattern dimensions remain in the micrometer range [36], i.e.
variations of the liquid-vapor interface especially near the triple line can
be neglected.

Clearly observable in Fig. 2.2 (b) is the pronounced decrease in the AR
with increasing α for more hydrophobic surfaces. For α > 2.5 (not shown
in Fig. 2.2, see Fig. 2.4) the droplets appear almost spherical (AR ≈ 1).

Most surprisingly is the asymmetry, observed in Fig. 2.2. For α = 2 the
exposed SiO2 area amounts to 1/3 of the total area, giving rise to very lim-
ited anisotropy. On the other hand, for α = 0.5, at which the PFDTS-coated
area amounts to 33%, leads to highly asymmetric droplet shapes. Further
reduction in the relative PFDTS-coated area leads to even more elongated
droplets, with AR ≥ 3. Note that for α = 0 (pure SiO2 surface), obviously,
we observe perfectly spherical drop shapes with AR = 1.

Furthermore, in Fig. 2.2 (c) the length L and width W are plotted as a
function of α . The length L varies from 1.5mm to 4.0mm, where the lat-
ter value (for α = 0.125) corresponds to the calculated droplet diameter on
clean SiO2, while W values are obtained within 0.3mm of the theoretical
value of 1.39mm for clean PFDTS SAMs. This plot reveals that the elon-
gation parallel to the stripes L defines the AR of the droplets, as the width
variations are much smaller.

2.3.2 Directional dependent contact angles

Anisotropic wetting observed on stripe-patterned surfaces results in direc-
tion dependent static CAs, in agreement with static shapes deviating from
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Figure 2.3: (a) CAs measured along the contour of a sessile glycerol droplet with
AR ≈ 1.5 on 8µm SiO2/8µm PFDTS pattern; the inserts depict the limiting viewing
angles, indicated by the white arrow. [(b) and (c)] CAs parallel (θ‖) and perpen-
dicular (θ⊥) to the stripe pattern as a function of α . CAs scale to a single line: (b)
θ‖ is modeled by Cassie-Baxter equation (solid line) while (c) θ⊥ scatters around
104◦.

spherical. Similar to the grooved surfaces, we observe the static CAs paral-
lel to the stripes θ‖ to have markedly smaller values compared to CAs mea-
sured perpendicular to the stripes θ⊥ (schematically shown in Fig. 2.1). As
θ‖ and θ⊥ result from two different regimes of spreading, these CAs rep-
resent two limiting values that can be measured on a droplet on a given
surface. In order to illustrate the transition from θ‖ to θ⊥, the CAs mea-
sured as a function of the horizontal viewing angle, i.e., around the con-
tour of a glycerol droplet on a 50% hydrophilic-50% hydrophobic surface
are presented in Fig. 2.3 (a).

We choose to set a view angle of 0◦ (consequently 180◦) perpendicular
to the stripes (indicated by the white arrows) when the CA parallel to the
stripes θ‖ is observed. At a view angle of 90◦ the perpendicular CA θ⊥

is measured. Upon rotating the view angle from 0◦ toward 90◦, in this
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2. SCALING OF ANISOTROPIC DROPLET SHAPES

particular case up to 60◦ the CAs have value of 80◦ or θ‖, followed by the
rapid increase until the maximum CA value or θ⊥ is reached at 90◦. The
constant values in the view angle ranges of 0◦− 50◦ and 130◦− 180◦ show
that along the circular parts of the droplet contour the CA is equal to θ‖.
Only when the view angle of the droplet profile finds itself within 50◦ −
130◦ an increase in CAs is observed. In fact, the actual increase in the CA is
much “sharper”, but the fact that the entire droplet (and not only a cross-
section) is viewed leads to a more gradually observed change. Finally, from
the plot it is clear that the θ‖ and θ⊥ correspond to the limiting CA values
and are best suited to study spreading in orthogonal directions on striped
surfaces.

The observed difference in values of θ‖ and θ⊥ can be ascribed to the
chemical composition of the substrate in the vicinity of the contact line.
Specifically, in the direction parallel to the stripes, the droplet contour “feels”
the rapidly varying hydrophilic/hydrophobic nature of the surface. As
such, the static CA is expected to be mostly defined by the chemical com-
position of the surface underneath the droplet. Moreover, in contrast to θ⊥,
θ‖ is not a real CA, but an effective (macroscopic) CA, which is obtained by
averaging the (microscopic) equilibrium CAs exhibited by the SiO2 and the
PFDTS stripes [36, 37]. In this assumption, only the relative hydrophobic-
ity, i.e., the value α in eq. 2.1, should influence the observed CA. Thus scal-
ing behaviour is expected, similar to that in Fig. 2.2. The results in Fig. 2.3
(b) confirm that indeed the CAs fall onto a single curve, increasing from
approximately 40◦ at low α-values toward 100◦ at large α-values.

Considering the droplet dimensions to be at least one order of magni-
tude larger than the pattern stripe widths, it is reasonable to consider that
the droplet resides on an effectively (chemically) heterogeneous surface.
In this case, the apparent CA is defined by the areal contribution of each
species and the Cassie-Baxter equation [38, 39] can be used to model θ‖.
For a binary composite surface the Cassie-Baxter equation is:

cosθCB = f1 cosθ1 + f2 cosθ2 (2.2)

where f1 and f2 correspond to area fractions that exhibit CAs of θ1 and θ2,
respectively. Considering the equilibrium CAs θPFDTS and θSiO2 on 100%
PFDTS and 100% SiO2 surfaces, respectively, and inserting the relative area
fractions α/(1+α) of PFDTS and 1/(1+α) for SiO2, rewriting eq. 2.2 yields
a relation between θ‖ and the scaling parameter α

θ‖ = arccos

[

α cos(θPFDTS)+ cos(θSiO2)

1+α

]

(2.3)
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2.4 DISCUSSION

The θ‖ in Fig. 2.3 (b) are fitted with eq. 2.3, using the static CAs on SiO2 and
PFDTS as fitting parameters in order to achieve a better agreement between
experimental and theoretical data. From the plot it is clear that the increase
of θ‖ from the lower limit for clean SiO2 to the upper limit for a PFDTS
is adequately described using the Cassie-Baxter equation. The best fit for
the experimental data was obtained for θPFDTS = 110◦ and θSiO2 = 31◦ (solid
line in Fig. 2.3 (b)). The deviation from CAs measured on actual pristine
surfaces (106◦ and 40◦, respectively) can be ascribed to small impurities,
metastable θ‖ (the droplet does not reach a global energy minimum, which
would correspond to Cassie-Baxter CA) [40], and perhaps the very limited
thickness variation in our patterns.

In Fig. 2.3 (c) θ⊥ as a function of the scaling parameter α is plotted. Con-
trary to θ‖ most of the experimental θ⊥ scatter around a value of 104◦; a
slightly smaller value than the static CA for glycerol on a PFDTS mono-
layer (106◦). Only for the lowest values of α in the range 0.125-0.25 the ob-
served CA is below 100◦. Different behaviour from θ‖ is expected in view
of that θ⊥ is a real CA defined by a single chemical surface component and
not the areal fractions of both. More precisely, straight segments of the
contact line are pinned at the border between PFDTS and SiO2 stripes, the
“last covered stripe” being SiO2. For all patterns studied, the contact line is
probing the same situation irrespective of the absolute width of the stripes,
which most likely is the reason for the similar θ⊥.

2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Spreading modes and final shape of droplets

Previous studies of liquid motion on grooved and chemically patterned
surfaces, can be briefly summarized as follows. For liquid advancing (or
receding) in the direction parallel to the stripes, the contact line experi-
ences a relatively small constant energy barrier. As a consequence, smooth
continuous advancing motion of the droplet is observed until the static
CA is achieved. In contrast, in the direction perpendicular to the stripes,
the contact line will experience subsequent energy barriers, formed by the
hydrophobic PFDTS stripes, giving rise to stick-slip-like motion [18, 35, 41–
43].

Furthermore, studies of the spreading reveal that initially the evolving
droplet exhibits high contact angles, exceeding those enforced by the sur-
face chemistry. For our surfaces, using a high-speed camera, we found that
during the fast initial stage of spreading (on microseconds scale), the drop-
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2. SCALING OF ANISOTROPIC DROPLET SHAPES

lets spread equally fast in both directions. In the subsequent, much slower
(on seconds scale) stage of spreading the influence of the underlying pat-
tern can be seen. The droplet footprint gradually assumes an elongated
shape by increasing its diameter parallel to the stripes L, while advancing
perpendicular to the stripes no longer occurs (W remains constant) [44].
(This will be described in more details in the Chapter 3: Initial Spreading
Kinetics of High-Viscosity Droplets on Anisotropic Surfaces).

Combining theory and experimental observations, the scaling behaviour
observed for AR and CAs can be addressed in more details. As the droplets
reach their static values for footprint diameter and CA first in the direction
perpendicular to the stripes, we first address the behaviour of W and θ⊥ as
a function of α .

Simply put, the droplet will be able to spread perpendicular to the stripes
as long as the actual CA will be greater than the advancing CA for PFDTS
(110◦): the advancing CA on SiO2 is much lower. As the hydrophobic
stripes are the limiting factor for advancing, it is reasonable to assume that
the diameter of the wetted area cannot be larger than the one exhibited on
unpatterned PFDTS. As a matter of fact, the experimental W values scat-
ter within experimental error around the aforementioned diameter for all
patterns studied, showing that the hydrophilic part of the pattern has little
influence on the static values. Furthermore, most of the CAs scatter around
values of 104◦ except for a few notable exceptions. The 2◦ decrease com-
pared to unpatterned PFDTS is most probably the result of elongation of
the droplet footprint in the direction parallel to the stripes under the con-
straint of the finite droplet volume (fixed to 1µl). Summarizing, for liquid
advancing across a pattern consisting of well-separated chemical species, it
the most hydrophobic part of the pattern that will define the final diameter
as well as CA values.

As mentioned earlier, for spreading parallel to the lines the combination
of both regions with different wettabilities define θ‖ and, consequently, the
elongation of the droplet necessary to reach the static CA value. Ideally,
the droplet will continue to spread until the CA estimated by Cassie-Baxter
equation (minimum free energy) in eq. 2.2 is reached. On actual surfaces
used in our experiments the droplet will remain in one of the metastable
states near the thermodynamic minimum, resulting in scatter of θ‖. Fur-
thermore, for small values α < 1, the static CAs θ‖ have low values, induc-
ing important elongation of droplets. As we are using droplets of a fixed
volume, the liquid is pulled away from the center region, resulting in lower
droplets heights. Moreover, this accounts for the observed θ⊥ well below
the maximum values of 104◦(Fig. 2.3 (c)): it is the macroscopic angle that
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is being measured, which is influenced by the droplet curvature due to the
fitting procedure.

2.4.2 High and low surface tension liquid droplets

To investigate the variations in behavior of liquids with different properties
such as surface tension, experiments have been performed on anisotropic
surfaces with droplets of water, glycerol and decanol.

Both water and glycerol have comparably high surface tensions (γlv,wat ≈
72mJ/m2 and γlv,gly ≈ 65mJ/m2), so in principle similar behaviour is ex-
pected. Effectively, for α > 0.5 both θ‖ and θ⊥ exhibit similar trends as
can be seen in Fig. 2.4 (b) and Fig. 2.4 (c). More specifically, θ⊥ values
scatter around a single value (107◦ for water and 104◦ for glycerol) while
θ‖ values scale to a single curve described by the Cassie-Baxter equation
(eq. 2.2). For the Cassie-Baxter CA calculations, the experimentally mea-
sured CA values for PFDTS and SiO2 are used: no fitting has been done.
The Cassie-Baxter equation predicts smaller values compared to experi-
mental θ‖, particularly clearly observable for α > 3: the difference can be
explained in terms of Cassie-Baxter angles corresponding to global energy
minima and θ‖ values belonging to metastable states of higher energy. As
for the AR, both liquids have similar trends falling on one line as a function
of α , though a water droplets show smaller AR for all range of α values
(Fig. 2.4).

However, for α < 0.5 there is a difference in static CA values and conse-
quently in AR for water and glycerol. In this range of α glycerol droplets
show distinctly smaller values for θ‖ and θ⊥ and consequently exhibit sig-
nificant elongation parallel to the stripes, reflected in AR > 2. The ARs of
water droplets however do not even reach a value of 2. The origin for such
different behavior for these patterns cannot be reasoned in terms of sur-
face tension alone, which is confirmed by a slight difference in trends and
values in case of α > 0.5. One thing that is clear so far from our exper-
iments is that for water droplets the energy gained by further spreading
and gaining energy by wetting hydrophilic SiO2 stripes is less compared
to the energy needed to distort the droplet shape, resulting in static shapes
as close to spherical as possible. In case of glycerol, on the contrary the
energy gained by wetting extra hydrophilic surface is larger compared to
the shape distortion, resulting in smaller CAs and AR values larger than 2.

The fact that water droplets have much higher CAs and consequently
lower AR might be ascribed to a difference of liquid structures on the molec-
ular level, such as hydrogen bonds. It is well known that being able to
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Figure 2.4: The experimental results for water, glycerol and decanol droplets are
plotted as a function of universal scaling parameter α . (a) Aspect ratios of drop-
lets scale to three different curves. The order of the curves is contraintuitive:
the highest belonging to glycerol and lowest to water. The scaling curves for (b)
CAs perpendicular to the stripes θ⊥ and (c) CAs parallel to the stripes θ‖ follow
the order expected from surface tension arguments (from top to bottom): water-
glycerol-decanol. The solid lines in (c) are theoretical CAs calculated using the
Cassie-Baxter equation.

form four hydrogen bonds per molecule makes water such an outstanding
liquid with amazing physical properties such as extremely high viscosity,
boiling point, etc.[45, 46]. Glycerol molecule has three hydroxyl so is capa-
ble of three hydrogen bonds: just one short of water. However, the water
molecule’s hydrogen bonds are all intermolecular, strengthening the cohe-
sion of liquid and requiring extra energy to be broken. On the contrary,
in liquid state of glycerol, due to closed-up conformation of the molecules,
intramolecular hydrogen bonds are formed, weakening the overall cohe-
sion [47, 48].
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Based on this information, the difference in behavior between glycerol
and water for α < 0.5 can be explained in the following way. In order to ac-
commodate the low values of CA in the direction parallel to the stripes im-
posed by surface chemistry, an important distortion of shape from spher-
ical is required which implies breaking a large amount of intermolecular
hydrogen bonds. For water with 4 bonds per molecule, the energy required
to break these is not compensated by wetting of SiO2 stripes, so water drop-
lets do not reach the thermodynamic equilibrium CAs and remain in much
higher metastable states. In case of glycerol, due to the smaller amount
of intermolecular hydrogen bonds per molecule, less energy is required
for breaking existing bonds and forming new ones with SiO2, resulting in
droplets attempting to reach thermodynamic CAs predicted by the Cassie-
Baxter equation.

In order to study the behaviour of liquids with lower surface tension,
and consequently lower static CAs on both hydrophobic PFDTS and hy-
drophilic SiO2 decanol is used. Decanol is a relatively viscous long-chain
alcohol, having a surface tension of γlv,dec ≈ 28mJ/m2. Experimental CAs
of 59◦ and 30◦ are observed on pure PFDTS and SiO2 surfaces respectively.
Nevertheless, deposited on our stripe patterned surfaces, static cylindrical
shapes similar to those exhibited by glycerol and water are found.

Plotting the experimental θ⊥ and θ‖ for decanol as a function of α again
shows scaling behaviour (Fig. 2.4 (b) and Fig. 2.4 (c)). Surprisingly, θ⊥ for
almost all patterns scatter around 63◦ (4◦ above the static CA on unpat-
terned PFDTS; both water and glycerol scatter around CAs few degrees
smaller than the CA on PFDTS). Only the θ⊥ for the smallest α = 0.125 has
a value which is 10◦ smaller. As with the high surface tension liquids, the
trend of θ‖ can be modeled by the Cassie-Baxter equation (eq. 2.3). Again,
similar to water and glycerol, in case of α > 3 the model predicts smaller
values compared to experimental ones.

When the AR values for decanol are plotted as a function of α , the data
also scales to one line as shown in Fig. 2.4 (a). In contrast to expectations,
the scaling curve lies between those for water and glycerol, and not below
them as may be expected based on surface tension arguments. Moreover,
AR values above 2 are measured, while the maximum for water does not
exceed 1.8. In order to propose an explanation for the relative shifting of
scaling lines, experiments with more liquids having various surface ten-
sions are to be carried out.
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2. SCALING OF ANISOTROPIC DROPLET SHAPES

2.5 Conclusions

We have investigated the three-dimensional shape of droplets deposited
on anisotropic chemically heterogeneous surfaces, formed by alternating
hydrophilic and hydrophobic stripes with widths in the low-micrometer
range. Three liquids having different properties are studied: water and
glycerol are used as example of high surface tension liquids while decanol
is used to investigate the behaviour of relatively low surface tension liq-
uids. For all three liquids the aspect ratio of the droplets as well as the con-
tact angles in directions parallel and perpendicular to the stripes exhibit
remarkable scaling behaviour as a function of relative hydrophobicity of
the underlying surface. As long as the droplet dimensions are one to two
orders of magnitude larger than the width of the stripes, these quantities
do not depend on the absolute size of the surface pattern, but only depend
on the relative width of the hydrophobic and hydrophilic stripes.
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3
Initial spreading kinetics of
high-viscosity droplets on

anisotropic surfaces

Liquid droplets on chemically patterned surfaces consisting of alternating hy-
drophilic and hydrophobic stripes exhibit an elongated shape. To assess the dy-
namics during droplet formation we present experimental results on the spreading
of glycerol droplets on such surfaces using a high-speed camera. Two spreading
regimes are observed. Initially, in what is referred to as the inertial regime, the
kinetics is dominated by the liquid, and spreading is only weakly dependent on
the specific surface properties. As such, liquid spreading is isotropic and the con-
tact line maintains a circular shape. Our results reveal a remarkably long inertial
regime, as compared to previous results and available models. Subsequently, in
the viscous regime, interactions between the liquid and underlying pattern gov-
ern the dynamics. The droplet distorts from a spherical cap shape to adopt an
elongated morphology that corresponds to the minimum energy configuration on
stripe-patterned surfaces.
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3. INITIAL SPREADING KINETICS

3.1 Introduction

Wetting of solid surfaces by liquids was and is attracting considerable at-
tention in the scientific community by the apparent simplicity on one hand
and the amount of unsolved fundamental and experimental challenges on
the other hand. The diversity of the field brings together physics, chem-
istry, engineering and mathematics in an attempt to gain a full under-
standing of phenomena occurring in our everyday life. Other than being
of purely scientific interest, wetting behaviour is a crucial part of many
industrial processes ranging from pesticide deposition [49] to inkjet print-
ing [3]. For numerous applications wetting control is of utmost importance
for quality improvement as well as making processes more economically
and ecologically profitable.

It is generally recognized that both interface chemistry and surface struc-
ture are essential parameters which determine static and dynamic wet-
ting behaviour [23, 50, 51]. Chemical modifications of flat surfaces to al-
ter the wetting properties are of particular interest from fundamental as
well as applications point of view, the self-assembled molecular monolay-
ers (SAMs) being particularly popular [33, 42, 52]. By far the most widely
studied pattern on various length scales consists of parallel stripes of alter-
nating wettabilities due to well-defined anisotropic wetting behaviour [18,
19, 22, 35, 43].

In this chapter, we present an experimental study into the spreading of
glycerol droplets in case of partial wetting using a high-speed camera. In
the first part, differences in the evolution of the droplets induced by varia-
tion of the underlying pattern are presented and discussed. In the second
part, a more detailed study of the initial moments of the spreading dynam-
ics is described. The results are discussed in the perspective of existing
models for dynamics on short time scales.

3.2 Experimental details

3.2.1 Surface preparation

The surface patterns employed in our experimental studies consist of alter-
nating hydrophobic and hydrophilic stripes on silicon wafers: fluoroalkyl-
silane SAMs (PFDTS) and bare SiO2 surface, respectively. Such patterns
give rise to anisotropic wetting properties in orthogonal directions as shown
in Fig. 3.1. As droplet dimensions are in the millimetre range while the pat-
tern widths are typically of the order of several micrometers, our surfaces
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LSt

WSt

Figure 3.1: Top view image of a sessile glycerol droplet on our experimental sur-
face. The static shape on the pattern having stripe widths of 16µm SiO2 (hy-
drophilic) and 2µm PFDTS (hydrophobic) is presented. In order to quantify the
relative hydrophobicity of the patterns we introduce the dimensionless parame-
ter α given by hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic line width ratio (α = wPFDTS/wSiO2 ).
To quantify the distortion from a spherical shape, we introduce aspect ratio
AR = LSt/WSt, where LSt and WSt are diameters parallel and perpendicular to the
stripes, respectively. The AR of the presented droplet amounts to 3.3.

are considered to be flat, but chemically heterogeneous [35]. The way our
experimental surfaces are prepared is discussed in detail in the experimen-
tal section of Chapter 2.

3.2.2 Droplet deposition.

Droplet deposition and characterization, including measurements of con-
tact angles (CAs), is done using an OCA 15+ apparatus (DataPhysics, Ger-
many). The liquid used is glycerol (ReagentPlus, Sigma, USA). For all
droplets the volume is fixed at 3µl; the variation in droplet diameter just
after being produced from the syringe was measured to be less than 5%.
Before deposition on the surface, the droplet is allowed to rest for approx-
imately 1 minute to reduce possible vibrations due to the formation pro-
cess. Deposition of the droplet is achieved by very slowly lowering the
syringe with the suspended droplet until it contacts the patterned surface.
The velocity of approach is measured to be lower than 5mm.s−1 in order to
minimize the kinetic energy influence on the spreading of droplets [53].

Due to the relatively small volume of the droplets in our experiments,
the gravitational influence can be neglected and liquid-solid interactions
dominate the behaviour of the liquid. Once the droplet is in contact with
the surface, wetting-induced spreading leads to detachment from the nee-
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3. INITIAL SPREADING KINETICS

dle, after which the final shape is reached generally after a few seconds
owing to the large viscosity of glycerol (η ≈ 1.4Pa.s).

3.2.3 High-speed camera

The shape evolution is determined from images taken using a Photron SA3
high speed camera at 15000 fps; the camera is operated using Photron Fast-
cam Viewer 3 software. For each pattern, movies of droplet spreading were
taken for both directions parallel and perpendicular to the stripes. Prior to
capture of the movie, a 3µl glycerol droplet is suspended a few millimetres
above the substrate, while attached to the needle. The capture is started si-
multaneously with the lowering motion and care is taken that the first 1.8s
of spreading are captured. Due to the high viscosity of glycerol and the
strong elongation for patterns with small values for α , the time to reach
equilibrium exceeds the available camera memory. The diameter of the
droplets in both directions was determined with an accuracy of 0.05mm
using a MATLAB program.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Kinetics of glycerol droplets

In Fig. 3.2 we present fast camera image frames from a sequence that was
taken for a surface with α = 0.125, i.e. for the most hydrophilic pattern
experimentally studied. The first frame (Fig. 3.2 (a)) depicts the suspended
droplet; once the droplet is in equilibrium, it is slowly lowered onto the
surface. The time count starts the moment the droplet touches the surface,
which can be defined within a 140µs range (Fig. 3.2 (b)). The third and
fourth frames (Fig. 3.2 (c,d)) show the droplet while the contact area with
the chemically patterned surface rapidly increases. In this time interval, the
volume is considerably rearranged while the liquid centre of mass moves
down toward the substrate. On the fifth and the sixth frames (Fig. 3.2 (e,f))
a growing elongation in the direction of the stripes is depicted. As the
wetted area increases, more of droplet volume is entrained towards the
surface, thinning the neck connecting the droplet to the needle (Fig. 3.2
(f)). After 188ms (Fig. 3.2 (g)), the neck breaks and the droplet detaches
completely from the needle. The detachment moment is accompanied by
a jump in the wetted area as well as in the CA evolution: during a brief
period of less than 100ms the shape rearrangement is enhanced. On the
last snapshot, the droplet is shown 110ms after the detachment, once the
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0 ms 25 ms 50 ms
(b) (c)(a) (d)

100 ms 0.3 s150 ms 0.188 s

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 3.2: Fast camera snapshots showing the spreading of a 3µ l glycerol droplet
on a chemically patterned Si wafer in the direction parallel to the stripes. The pat-
tern consists of alternating 16µm SiO2 (hydrophilic) / 2µm PFDTS (hydrophobic)
stripes, i.e. with α=0.125 (θ‖ = 53◦). The dash-dotted line indicates the surface. (a)
The droplet is suspended at rest prior to deposition (R = 0.95mm); (b) the moment
the contact with the surface takes place; (c), (d) snapshots from the fast stage of
spreading; (e), (f) snapshots from the slow stage of spreading: the shape of the
contact line is progressively becoming an ellipse as elongation in the direction of
the stripes takes place; (g) the droplet detaches from the needle; (h) droplet 0.1s
after the detachment from the needle. In the following, the droplet will evolve on
the timescale of seconds to its final shape.

rapid evolution of both diameters has stopped. Subsequently, the droplet
will slowly evolve to reach its final shape, taking between 2s (α = 2.5) and
10s (α = 0.125). These large timescales are attributed to the high viscosity
of glycerol.

In order to illustrate the changes in the droplet footprint evolution as a
function of the underlying chemistry, in Fig. 3.3 (a,b) the length (L(t), the
diameter of wetted area parallel to the stripes) and the width (W (t), the di-
ameter perpendicular to the stripes) are plotted versus time. The two val-
ues of α chosen pertain to the most hydrophilic and the most hydrophobic
patterns studied.

Plotting the diameter growth against time reveals that the fastest evolu-
tion kinetics occurs on the surface with the smallest hydrophobic fraction
in the pattern (Fig. 3.3 (a)). Furthermore, the most pronounced difference
in growth of L(t) and W (t) is present for this α = 0.125 (the final aspect ratio
is close to 3). On the pattern with α = 2.5 (Fig. 3.3 (b)), the evolution of L(t)
and W (t) exhibits slower kinetics. The growth of the two diameters shows
only small differences, in agreement with the nearly spherical final shape.
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of the base of the droplet as a function of time for two pat-
terns with (a) α = 0.125 (stripe widths: 16µm SiO2 / 2µm PFDTS) and (b) α = 2.5
(stripe widths: 8µm SiO2 / 20µm PFDTS); only the first 1.8s are shown as most of
the dynamics takes place in this time frame. In case of (a) the final shape is reached
after 10s, while for (b) the final shape is achieved within the studied timeframe.
(c) The time of release tr of a droplet from the needle is plotted as a function of α .
(d) L(tr) and W (tr) at the moment the droplet releases from the needle plotted as
a function of α . The values of W (tr) scatter around a mean value of 2mm (dotted
line) for all α values, while the L(tr) values exhibit a decline as the hydrophobicity
of the substrate increases.

3.3.2 Spreading kinetics dependence on surface chemistry

The dependence of spreading kinetics on relative hydrophobicity of the
underlying pattern can be best illustrated by considering the time span
between the moment of contact with the surface and detachment from the
needle, which we designate tr (Fig. 3.3 (c)). The plot reveals that the tr
values increase as a function of α . The reason for tr increase is given in
Fig. 3.3 (d) where the values of the width and the length at tr, W (tr) and
L(tr) respectively, are plotted.
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The values of W (tr) at the moment the neck breaks off scatter around
approximately 2mm (dashed line in Fig. 3.3 (d)) while the length at tr is
not constant. Assuming that reaching a certain W (tr) value is the neces-
sary condition for release from the needle to occur, the trend of tr can be
explained as follows. Advancing across a PFDTS stripe represents a bar-
rier for spreading as energy is lost on depinning of the contact line at the
chemical border of the stripe and the unfavourable wetting of a hydropho-
bic surface. In contrast, the hydrophilic stripe is wetted immediately once
the contact line gets in contact with it. Consequently, the larger is the pro-
portion of hydrophilic SiO2 stripes in the pattern or the lower the α is, the
faster the required width will be reached. Summarizing, tr is a good pa-
rameter for comparison of spreading kinetics on different patterns as: (i)
reaching certain diameter W (tr) length defined by properties of hydropho-
bic part of the stripe pattern is the trigger event for the release to occur;
(ii) the hydrophilic part of the pattern defines the timespan for this critical
W (tr) to be reached.

Once the release event has occurred, the jump in evolution of L(t) and
W (t) (Fig. 3.3 (a,b)), or temporally enhanced spreading, takes place. The
reason for the observed behaviour can be understood by making a com-
parison of a droplet with a spring of stiffness γ that is released at a time
tr liberating the stored potential energy, as suggested by Biance et al. [53].
While the droplet is attached to the needle, there are two forces that com-
pete: (i) the interaction between needle and glycerol, arising from capillary
effects, that pull the droplet up and (ii) the interaction between the glycerol
and the surface that induces spreading and pull the droplet down. Once
the neck connecting the droplet to the needle breaks, the center of mass of
a droplet shifts downwards, inducing a sharp increase of the CAs. Increase
in the CAs will in turn make the contact line advance at a higher pace un-
til the value preceding the release event will be reached, which results in
enhanced spreading as observed in the graphs showing the evolution of
the diameters. For all α studied, the jump is more pronounced for W (t) as
compared to L(t), and is absent in the length evolution L(t) in case of α < 1.

To account for the fact that the jump occurs in the evolution of W (t) for
all α , but only for α > 1 in case of L(t), the plot of W (tr) and L(tr) in Fig. 3.3
(d) can be used. In the case of α > 1, the values of L(tr) are close to those of
W (tr), the θ‖(t)> 90◦, and the jump is observed. In case of α < 1, elongation
in the direction of the stripes is present, giving slightly larger L(tr) values as
compared to W (tr), but θ‖(t) < 90◦ (Fig. 3.2 (g)): the jump is not observed.
The results suggest that the absolute distance from the needle to the contact
line and the CA values are the key parameters for the explanation of the
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3. INITIAL SPREADING KINETICS

occurrence of the jump.

Finally, comparing W (tr) and L(tr) with static length and width values
reveals that the detachment from the needle takes place once 90% of the
final width WSt = 2.15mm for all α and between 65% and 90% of the final
length LSt is reached. Moreover, shortly after the release event has taken
place, W (t) reaches its final value and L(t) continues to grow at a speed of
less than 1 mm/s until the final equilibrium shape of a droplet is reached.
From the result shown in Fig. 3.3 (d) it appears that the strong elongation
in the direction parallel to the stripes, observed for small α , will only occur
in a later stage of spreading, and is not very pronounced in the time lapse
prior to detachment.

3.3.3 First stage of spreading

As described in the previous section, the droplet adopts up to 90% of its
final shape in less than 0.5s. Consequently, a more thorough study of the
very first stage of spreading, which takes place immediately after the con-
tact with the surface, is required to fully understand the final equilibrium
shape of the droplets

In Fig. 3.4 the length L(t) and width W (t) for two values of α are shown
for the time span between touching of the surface up to the moment of de-
taching from the needle. These graphs demonstrate that in the beginning
of spreading both L(t) and W (t) evolve at the same rate; only after approx-
imately 50ms the spreading in the direction parallel to the stripes becomes
markedly faster than in the perpendicular direction. Similar isotropic ini-
tial spreading behaviour, independent of the surface structure, was also ob-
served for the droplets jetted on grooved hydrophobic surfaces [54]. Kan-
nan et al. [54] attributed the circular area observed in the initial spreading
regime to the inertia of the moving droplet in the kinematic stage of de-
position (velocities of droplets > 1m/s). In our case the impact velocity is
considerably smaller, i.e. < 5mm/s. For such low velocities the influence of
the kinetic energy is not expected to play a dominant role in the motion of
the contact line, as pointed out by Biance et al. [53] and only surface-liquid
interactions are responsible for spreading.

The fact that we observe isotropic growth of the droplet base in the first
stage of spreading implies that the evolution of the wetted area in this time
interval is not sensitive to the specific pattern on the surface. As can be
concluded from the log-log plots in Fig. 3.4, the transition from isotropic
(circular shape) to anisotropic (elongated shape) spreading, owing to a
preferential spreading in the direction along the stripes, occurs after ap-
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Figure 3.4: Time evolution of length L(t) and width W (t) plotted for (a) α=0.125
and (b) α=2.5, up to the moment of release from the needle, at (a) 0.18s, and (b)
0.50s, respectively. The bottom row of figures represents log-log plots of the same
data presented in the top row, to enable identification of a power-law behaviour
in spreading of the L(t) and W (t). The solid lines with a slope of 0.5, serving as
a guide to the eye, correspond to the inertial spreading behaviour, as discussed
further in the text.

proximately 50ms for all α . It can be concluded that the initial spreading
is only weakly influenced by the substrate properties, and seems to be de-
fined by the liquid itself.
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3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 State of art

In the thermodynamical approach, theoretical and practical studies of sprea-
ding of liquid on dry surfaces in case of complete wetting have shown: (i)
the time evolution of the diameter of the contact area can be correlated by
a power law as a function of time D = Ktn, where K and n are constants;
(ii) two regimes of spreading, having characteristic coefficients n, are ob-
served [41, 55–57]. The nature of the forces that drive and oppose the mo-
tion of the contact line define the regime the droplet is in and determine the
coefficient n of the power law. In the first stage of spreading, on short time
scales, viscous forces oppose the capillary driving forces. The evolution of
the droplet base radius follows a power law, commonly referred to as the
Tanner law [58], giving r(t) ∝ t1/10. Experimentally observed evolution of
the droplet base radii for various liquids follow the theoretically calculated
0.1 exponent [59]. This regime is often referred to as the capillary or vis-
cous stage. Once the dimension of the droplet exceeds the capillary length,
gravitational forces start playing a dominant role and the radius scales as
t1/8 [60].

In the case of partial wetting, scaling with time following a power law
is also observed, though the coefficients are found to be higher than in the
case of complete wetting. The experimental values depend on the system
under consideration, though the correlation of particular properties like
surface tension, contact angle, etc. and measured coefficients is yet to be
elucidated [56, 57].

However, in case of a thermodynamical approach, a problem arises when
attempting to model the initial stage of spreading, taking place immedi-
ately after the contact with the substrate. The calculated velocity of the
contact line diverges, what is known as Huh and Scriven paradox [61]. A
solution was proposed by Biance et al. [53], based on experimental studies
on completely wetting glass surface using a high speed camera. They iden-
tified a new regime, which they designated as the inertial regime, which
precedes the capillary regime. On the basis of their results, they proposed
a model derived from that adopted by Eggers et al. [62] for the initial mo-
ments of coalescence of two droplets. Biance et al. [53] suggested that the
gradient of the curvature at the contact line between solid and liquid acts
as the driving force for spreading in this regime. The inertia of the liq-
uid at the center of mass of droplet is assumed to be the limiting factor
for spreading. From this inertial model, r(t) should scale with t0.5, which
was indeed confirmed by experimental results [53, 56, 63]. Additionally,
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the transition to the capillary regime, governed by r(t) ∝ t1/10 was clearly
identified [53, 63]. The duration of inertial regime, estimated in the frame
of the model proposed by Biance et al. [53], is found to be of the order of a
few ms and decreases as the liquid viscosity increases. Simulations carried
out on the basis of the proposed inertial model show good agreement with
the experimental results [64].

The aforementioned work pertained to homogeneous, uniform comple-
tely wetting surfaces. In the case of partial wetting, only a few experimen-
tal studies of the inertial regime of spreading have been described [56, 63].
The results show that the exponent of the power law is not unique and
depends on the surface energy: a net decrease from 0.5 for hydrophilic
surfaces to 0.3 on hydrophobic surfaces was observed. Following the in-
ability of the model by Biance et al. [53] to account for the variations of the
exponent with the contact angle, Bird et al. [63] proposed an alternative ap-
proach, in which the motion of the liquid close to the surface is responsible
for spreading.

3.4.2 Inertial stage of spreading

Log-log plots allow direct estimation if the power-law growth for the sprea-
ding on a surface is followed. If so, the exponent can be determined di-
rectly, given by the slope of the straight line fitted to the part where the
data exhibits linear behaviour. In the log-log plots of Fig. 3.4 two regimes
can be identified. Prior to the spreading of the droplet, the diameter of the
wetted area amounts to 200µm for all α considered in this work. The in-
crease of the diameter in the first regime indeed seems to follow a power
law-like growth with an exponent close to 0.5, corresponding to the one
expected in case of inertial spreading, i.e. L(t) ≈ W (t) ∝ t0.5. In the subse-
quent regime, after approximately 50-100 ms, the slopes of the log-log plots
become markedly smaller than 0.5 and exhibit a clear dependence on the
direction of spreading and underlying surface chemistry. The time-scale
for the second regime is relatively short as a result of the droplet detach-
ment from the needle. A power-law can not be identified; in the analysis
of our results we only refer to the slope of the transients in this regime.

As the transition between the two regimes is smoothened most proba-
bly due to presence of two chemical species with different wettabilities on
the surface, in order to make a proper fit of experimental data, a measur-
able parameter has to be defined that will serve as transition criteria. In
the publication by Bird et al. [63], they observed that the transition on the
hydrophobic surface occurred once the spreading radius reached 0.9 of the
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initial drop radius, i.e. at a time t0.9. To check the validity of this criterion,
in Fig. 3.5 (a) we plot t0.9 values for all α studied. From the plot it follows
that the determined t0.9 values increase as the hydrophobicity of surface in-
creases, changing from 50ms in case of small α to close to 90ms for large α .
From the data presented in Fig. 3.4 one can see that for α of 2.5 the change
of the slope effectively takes place somewhat later than for α = 0.125. The
scattering of data can be a result of a different absolute width of PFDTS
and SiO2 stripes that would correspond to the same α . Using retrieved
values for t0.9 to fit the transition of both regimes appears to give an excel-
lent agreement with the experimental data.

In Fig. 3.5 (b) the experimental spreading coefficients n according to D ∝
tn for L(t) and W (t) in the inertial regime are plotted as a function of α . The
values of n seem to depend on the relative hydrophobicity of the surface,
exhibiting a slight decrease from the values observed on superhydrophilic
surfaces (n = 0.5), to the values for unpatterned PFDTS of 0.43. Neverthe-
less, both L(t) and W (t) evolve at the same rate, exhibiting direction de-
pendence only in the subsequent capillary regime. This implies that in the
inertial regime, the precise spatial distribution of the patterned functional-
ized surface is not important, and exponents depend only on the relative
hydrophobicity of the surface expressed in terms of α .

Interestingly, the inertial regime in our measurements lasts considerably
longer than what was predicted in the model or observed for water drop-
lets. The reproducibility of this observation has been thoroughly verified
in different extensive, independent data acquisition series. Such durations
cannot be explained by the propagation of a capillary wave, as described
by Bird et al. [63]. It may be attributed to the considerably higher viscosity
of glycerol (≈ 1000 times that of water), but to verify this suggestion exper-
iments using different liquids will be performed; this will be the subject of
future work.

3.4.3 Capillary stage of spreading

Once the transition to the capillary regime has taken place, interactions
between liquid and surface drive spreading, inducing different growth of
orthogonal diameters L(t) and W (t). As the detachment event induces a
jump in the evolution of the diameter during this stage, the duration is not
long enough to assess any power law behaviour. Nevertheless, in order to
discuss spreading properties and to investigate its dependence on the rel-
ative hydrophobicity of the surface, the data between t0.9 and the moment
the droplet detaches from the needle is fitted to retrieve an estimated slope.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Experimentally determined time t0.9 at which the spreading radius
amounts to 90% of the radius of suspended droplet prior to deposition, plotted as
function of α . The values exhibit a linar increase from the value for pristine SiO2
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to an average error of 5%. (b) Power-law coefficients n for the inertial regime
obtained from the experimental data using t0.9 as the transition criteria plotted
as a function of α . (c) Slopes estimated for the spreading in the capillary regime
plotted as a function of α . The error-bars reflect only the standard deviation from
fitting the experimental data. 37
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In Fig. 3.5 (c) the experimental slopes for W (t) and L(t) log-log plots are
given for all α values studied. The slope values differ depending on the
direction of spreading due to a well-defined pattern. For both L(t) and W (t)
the values have a tendency to decrease for larger α , although significant
scattering is observed. In case of the width W (t), the slopes decrease from
0.2 to 0.1, the latter one being the value expected in case of spreading on
completely wetting surfaces. The values for the length L(t) change from
0.35 for α = 0.125 to approximately 0.15 for α = 2.5.

The fact that we observe smaller slope values in the case of spreading
perpendicular to the stripes can be explained by the way the contact line
advances. The mechanism for advancing of the droplet is similar to the
one described earlier for grooved surfaces [29, 41] and is schematically
presented in Fig. 3.6. First the droplet forms a nucleus that bridges the hy-
drophobic PFDTS stripe and the next hydrophilic SiO2 stripe, stopping at
the chemical border of the next hydrophobic stripe. Subsequently, the con-
tact line starts to spread laterally to cover both stripes until the advancing
spherical caps in the direction parallel to the stripes are reached. Simulta-
neous with this ’filling’ of the stripes, a new nucleus may be formed that
covers the next period of surface pattern.

The aforementioned mechanism is responsible for higher contact angles
than in the direction parallel to the stripes. Formation of the nucleus over
the stripes presents an energetic barrier for the advancing, as locally the
interface has to be strongly distorted. The value of the energy barrier for
nucleation should be approximately the same for all α studied. For increas-
ing widths of the hydrophobic stripes the time required for its bridging
will be affected; we assume this to be responsible for the decrease of the
W (t) evolution rate with increasing α or width of PFDTS stripes, as well as
scattering of data for similar α .

On the other hand, for advancing parallel to the stripes, there is a much
less pronounced energy barrier for spreading [28, 39, 42, 65]. Moreover,
the energy barrier is not constant for different patterns: the larger the hy-
drophilic SiO2 fraction on the surface, the more it is energetically favourable
for the droplet to wet the surface and the faster the contact line will ad-
vance. That may be the reason for the experimentally observed decrease of
the evolution rate as a function of α (see Fig. 3.5). For α = 2.5 its value is
very close to the one in the direction perpendicular to the stripes.

Furthermore, once the transition from the inertial to the capillary regime
occurs, the center of mass of the droplet is higher than its equilibrium po-
sition; it will continue to move downwards. However, the excess liquid
coming from this downshift cannot be easily accommodated by increasing
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SiO2

PFDTS
Figure 3.6: (Schematic representation of the way in which the droplet advances
in the direction perpendicular to the stripes. Bulging of the small volume of the
liquid in the form of nucleus that covers the upcoming PFDTS and SiO2 stripes is
shown. This acts as an energy barrier for spreading. Once the nucleus is formed,
the liquid fills the two stripes in both directions until the new edge of the advanc-
ing spherical cap is formed.

the spreading rate in the direction perpendicular to the stripes. In addition,
the pattern under the droplet facilitates the flow near the surface in the di-
rection parallel to the stripes, along the hydrophilic SiO2 stripes, therewith
creating stream lines. Consequently, the liquid is ’pushed’ in the direction
parallel to the stripes by the combined effect of the lateral confinement due
to the energy barrier in the orthogonal direction and stream lines due to
the surface pattern. Such a ’squeezing’ mechanism may well account for
the higher slope in the length evolution of L(t) that we observed for small
α .

3.5 Conclusions

Summarizing, we have performed a fast camera study of the kinetics of
spreading of glycerol droplets on the chemically patterned surfaces. Plot-
ting the evolution of two diameters L(t) and W (t) as a function of time
shows that up to 90% of the dynamics takes place in the first 0.5 s. A more
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detailed study of the first instances of spreading reveals that two regimes
of spreading are observed. The first regime is identified as inertial, which
is followed by the capillary regime. The duration of the inertial regime is
measured to be longer than what is theoretically predicted, which may be
attributed to the high viscosity of the glycerol. In the capillary regime, ex-
perimentally measured evolution rates differ for the orthogonal spreading
directions, with higher values in the direction parallel to the stripes; we
explain this by a ’squeezing’ of the liquid by the hydrophobic part of the
pattern.
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4
Smart design of stripe-patterned

gradient surfaces to control droplet
motion

The motion of droplets under the influence of lithographically created anisotropic
chemically defined patterns is described and discussed. The patterns employed in
our experiments consist of stripes of alternating wettability: hydrophobic stripes
are created via fluorinated self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), and for hydrophilic
stripes the SiO2 substrate is used. The energy gradient required to induce motion
of the droplets is created by varying the relative widths of the stripes in such a
way that the fraction of hydrophilic matter increases. The anisotropic patterns
create a preferential direction for liquid spreading parallel to the stripes and confine
motion in the perpendicular direction, giving rise to markedly higher velocities as
compared to non-structured surface energy gradients. Consequently, the influence
of the distinct pattern features on the overall motion as well as suggestions for the
design improvements from an application point of view are discussed.
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4.1 Introduction

Liquid motion on solid surfaces without any externally applied force was
already observed a long time ago: the “tears” of wine have been used for
centuries to judge its quality [66]. Nevertheless, it was not before the sec-
ond half of the 19th century that variation of the liquid-vapour surface en-
ergy γlv was identified as the driving force for wine rising on the glass wall:
a phenomenon nowadays referred to as Marangoni flows [67, 68]. Other
examples of droplet motion resulting from Marangoni forces include ther-
mal gradient induced movement [69–71], originating from the fact that the
surface tension is temperature dependent, forcing droplets to colder ar-
eas, and also surfactant induced motion [72], in which liquid-vapor sur-
face tension gradients arise from varying concentration of molecules at
the liquid surface. The first models to predict droplet velocities were re-
ported in the end of the previous century [73, 74]. Due to complexity of the
problem, models are still to be refined, leaving many questions concerning
Marangoni flows to be elucidated [75].

Using a surface tension gradient of the solid surface to induce motion
avoids Marangoni flows [69]. A surface energy gradient as schematically
shown in Fig. 4.1, is typically achieved by controlled chemical modifica-
tions of the substrate. The surface tension increases in a specific direction,
changing from hydrophobic (γsv1) to hydrophilic (γsv2). Owing to the dif-
ferent surface energy, the difference in dynamic contact angles (CAs) will
induce movement in the direction of increasing γsv [76–79]. Experimental
motion studies reveal the velocities to depend linearly on the radius of the
wetted area; moreover the droplet will move to the hydrophilic region only
when the radius is above a certain critical value [80, 81].

In this chapter, we present a detailed investigation into the motion of

θA θB

γSV1 γSV2

Surface tension gradient

V

x
z

A B

Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of a sessile droplet crossection on a wettabil-
ity gradient changing from hydrophobic (low γsv1) to hydrophilic (high γsv2), i.e.
γsv2 > γsv1. The droplet will move in the direction of high γsv2 with a speed V .
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droplets on chemically patterned surfaces. The droplets are gently de-
posited on a well-defined pattern, a driving force being generated by a
macroscopic wettability gradient. The overall motion of droplets under the
influence of the surface energy gradient is described. The different regimes
in the droplet motion are identified and discussed. Finally, the effect of the
underlying pattern in relation to liquid motion is discussed, with a view to
possible applications.

4.2 Theory

Summarizing existing descriptions, the droplet velocity is determined by
the balance of driving capillary and opposing viscous forces [80, 82]. The
driving force of motion is the unbalanced Young force FY originating from
different surface tensions on both sides of the droplet:

dFY = [(γsv − γsl)B − (γsv − γsl)A]dx (4.1)

The contact line at points A and B probes two different surface surface
energies (γsv)B > (γsv)A and consequently adopts different contact angles
θB < θA. These local dynamic contact angles can be used to rewrite the
eq. 4.1:

dFY = γsv (cosθB − cosθA)dx (4.2)

This equation expresses the fact that ideally as soon as the contact angle θB

becomes smaller than θA, the droplet experiences a driving force and will
start to move in the direction of the higher γsv2.

The motion of the droplet is hindered by viscous drag, also referred to as
the friction force Fη . Using the lubrication approximation and assuming a
circular shape of the wetted area (radius R) it is given by [74]:

Fη = 3ηπRV
∫ xmax

xmin

dx
ξ (x)

(4.3)

where η is the viscosity of the liquid, V is the droplet velocity, and ξ (x) is
the height of the droplet. The integration limits xmin and xmax are two cutoff
lengths, the first being of molecular dimensions and the second is of the
order of R.

If only these two forces are considered, the estimated viscous drag is
orders of magnitude smaller than the driving force [83]. As such, drop-
lets are expected to move on all surfaces as soon as the CAs on both sides
are different. Nevertheless, experimental results reveal that in many cases
droplets remain immobile despite the CA difference (eq. 4.2).
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The explanation is provided by the oversimplified initial model, in which
surfaces without hysteresis are considered. Only on ideal surfaces, eq. 4.2
and eq. 4.3 describe the droplet velocity. In general, experimental surfaces
exhibit hysteresis and as such provide a supplementary energy barrier for
droplet motion [76, 81, 84]. The hysteretic force can be described in terms
of the advancing and receding angles on opposing sides of the droplet:

dFhys = γlv

∫

(cosθAd,B − cosθRe,A)dx (4.4)

Combining the driving force (eq. 4.2) with the two resisting forces (eq. 4.3
and eq. 4.4) provides a general description of the velocity on most experi-
mental surfaces.

The aforementioned approach holds for free standing droplets. How-
ever, in experimental situations, droplets are either (i) gently deposited
while remaining attached to a dispensing unit or (ii) dropped from finite
heights. In the latter case, the impact event itself should be considered also
as it introduces kinetic energy into the system, which interferes with the
droplet motion. On the other hand, during controlled gentle deposition
liquid-surface interactions govern the motion of the droplet. Nevertheless,
in the initial stages of motion the surface energy gradient induces a force
on the droplet, while it remains attached to the needle. The capillary force
gives rise to an additional force that has to be taken into account. In many
literature reports, this influence is overlooked, and droplets are generally
considered as free standing.

4.3 Experimental details

4.3.1 Chemically created pattern

The surface patterns of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of 1H,1H,2H,2H-
perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (PFDTS, 97%, ABCR, Germany) on silicon
wafers are created using standard clean room facilities. First, positive pho-
toresist is spin-coated on freshly cleaned wafers with a natural oxide film,
followed by soft-baking. Patterns are created via standard optical lithog-
raphy, after which the exposed photoresist is washed-off. The remain-
ing photoresist is hard-baked and will provide surface protection during
vapour deposition of PFDTS; the silane head-group binds covalently to
the native silicon oxide, exposing the fluorinated tail to the liquid. The as-
sembly creates a densely packed layer of molecules with a height in the
order of one nm. Vapour deposition is done in a degassed chamber that
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Figure 4.2: An example of the gradient pattern design on a silicon wafer. Hy-
drophobic regions (blue) are created by PFDTS SAMs, while bare SiO2 (white)
comprises the hydrophilic areas. The dark blue circle depicts the droplet contact
area during the initial spreading regime. The point x0 defines the center of the
wetted area, i.e. where the droplet contacts the surface. The distance d between
the point of contact and the border of the first patterned area is determined during
movie analysis. Below the respective patterns, the absolute widths of the stripes
are indicated (in µm) which are used for α calculation (eq. 4.5). This particular
pattern is used for the experimental data presented in the side- and top- view
movies in the next section.

is successively exposed to PFDTS and water reservoirs to introduce the re-
spective vapours, initiating the reaction on the wafer surface [34]. After
SAM formation, the photoresist is washed off, leaving a chemically pat-
terned surface.

A typical layout of the patterns used in our experiments is shown in
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4. DROPLET MOTION ON LINEAR GRADIENT SURFACE

Fig. 4.2. The droplet is deposited on the rectangular area of unpatterned
PFDTS having a width of 2mm; this is slightly larger than the 1.55mm di-
ameter of the wetted area of 2µl droplets used. On the right of the homo-
geneous PFDTS region, three regions (respectively referred to as patterns I,
II and III) consisting of alternating hydrophobic (PFDTS) and hydrophilic
(bare SiO2) stripes are defined. The length of the each individual striped
patterns studied is either 1000µm or 700µm. The striped patterns give rise
to anisotropic wetting properties in orthogonal directions, favouring mo-
tion of the contact line parallel to the stripes, while hindering it in the per-
pendicular direction. The droplet translation is induced by the higher sur-
face energies of the subsequent patterns, owing to an increasing fraction of
hydrophilic area. To quantify the relative hydrophobicity of the patterns,
we introduced a dimensionless parameter α [44, 85]:

α =
wPFDTS

wSiO2

(4.5)

where wPFDTS and wSiO2 are the hydrophobic and hydrophilic stripe widths,
respectively. Smaller α-values imply a higher surface energy, i.e. a larger
hydrophilicity of the patterns. All α values employed in our experiments
are between 0.9 and 0.125 in different combinations. However, as the goal
of this work is to present a general description of the motion over such ani-
sotropic surfaces, we do not specifically discriminate between all different
combinations of α in the presentation of the data.

4.3.2 Droplet deposition

Droplet deposition and characterization, including measurements of CAs,
is done using an OCA 15+ apparatus (DataPhysics, Germany). The equip-
ment enables determination of CAs with an accuracy of 0.5◦. Droplets
are created using a computer-controlled syringe. For the experiments in
this chapter we use a 60/40 vol% mixture of glycerol (ReagentPlus, Sigma,
USA) and water (Millipore Simplicity 185 system). The mixture has a sur-
face tension comparable to that of water, while the viscosity is approxi-
mately 10 times higher than that of water. For all droplets the volume is
fixed at 2µl. Deposition of the droplet is achieved by very slowly lowering
the syringe with the suspended droplet until it contacts the patterned sur-
face. From the fast camera moves the velocity of approach is obtained. It
is lower than 5mm/s to minimize the contribution of kinetic energy during
the first stage of spreading.
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4.3.3 High speed camera

The time evolution of droplet shape and position is determined from side-
view movies taken using a Photron SA3 high speed camera, which is oper-
ated by Photron Fastcam Viewer 3 software. Prior to capture of the movie,
a 2µl glycerol/water droplet is suspended a few millimetres above the sub-
strate. The recording is started simultaneously with the lowering motion.
The frame rate is chosen such that it enables recording of the droplet mo-
tion over the entire pattern, typically 2000 fps for most of the acquired data.
Movies are analyzed using a home-built Matlab program. A typical set of
snapshots pertaining to the first, second and third regimes of motion is
presented in Fig. 4.3.

Additionally, a standard CCD camera is mounted above the substrate to
assess the motion of the droplets. The frame rate is fixed at 30 fps. The
movies from the top-view camera are taken simultaneously with the side-
view movies enabling a better visualisation of the motion process.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Motion overview

In Fig. 4.4, top view images of the motion of a droplet over the patterned
surfaces provide a general overview. The droplet is brought into contact
with the surface on the unpatterned PFDTS area on the left of the stripe-
patterned regions (Fig. 4.4 (a)). The location of deposition is chosen in such
a way that the droplet encounters pattern I before the static shape on the
PFDTS is reached. Pattern I has a higher overall surface energy due to the
presence of hydrophilic SiO2 stripes, inducing a preferential direction of
spreading. This in turns gives rise to an asymmetry of the droplet footprint
(Fig. 4.4 (b)). Moreover, the contact line in the first striped pattern I is
distorted from a circular shape.

In Fig. 4.4 (c) the droplet has detached from the needle and has moved
completely off the unpatterned PFDTS rectangle onto patterns I and II.
The droplet adopts an approximately cylindrical shape with two spherical
caps, similar to those observed for static shapes on anisotropic patterned
substrates [42, 85]. The macroscopic surface energy of the striped patterns
increases for decreasing α , therewith inducing motion of the liquid in the
positive x direction. However, the droplet appears to be confined in the y
direction by the energy barrier created by the PFDTS stripes.

In Fig. 4.4 (d), the advancing side of the droplet has crossed pattern III
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Figure 4.3: Snapshots taken from the high speed camera movies showing the
side-view of droplet motion (d = 0.36mm). The values for dynamic CAs for the
advancing (right) side: θR and receding (left) side θL during different regimes are
presented. Vertical dashed lines indicate the borders between patterns, as intro-
duced in Fig. 4.2 (a) The droplet has a symmetrical shape. (b) The droplet at the
end of the first regime: the shape is asymmetric (∆CA ≈ 9◦) due to spreading of
the right side over pattern I. (c) The droplet spreading preferentially over the pat-
tern I. (d) The end of the second regime when the “neck” breaks is shown. The
asymmetry of the liquid-air interface due to neck connection is obvious. (e) The
droplet during enhanced translation due to the neck breaking. (f) The droplet at
the end of the third regime, covering all three striped patterns.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

3 mm
x

y

Figure 4.4: The motion of a 2µ l glycerol/water droplet on a pattern with sub-
sequent α-values of 0.9, 0.5 and 0.3. (a) The suspended droplet (r = 0.78mm) is
brought in contact with the surface. (b) While spreading over the PFDTS rectan-
gle it encounters the pattern I. (c) The droplet is in contact with patterns I and II,
(d) followed by bridges patterns I, II and III. (e) The advancing side spreads on the
unpatterned SiO2, giving rise to isotropic radial spreading. (f) Most of the droplet
volume is now on the SiO2; only pattern III remains covered by liquid. (g) Reced-
ing of the droplet from pattern III, (h) to leave the patterned area and (i) finally
come to a halt on the SiO2.

and starts to spread on the unpatterned SiO2. Simultaneously, the reced-
ing side starts to recede over pattern I. On the SiO2 the droplet will spread
isotropically in both x and y directions; the wetted area will attempt to at-
tain a circular shape. The image in Fig. 4.4 (e) reveals that this radial sprea-
ding has an effect on the part of the droplet, which is still on the striped
pattern. The energy barrier induced by the PFDTS stripes is overcome by
the contact line and partial wetting of adjacent stripes on pattern III oc-
curs. This widening continues in Fig. 4.4 (f) although not all stripes are
fully wetted. Combined with the motion of the receding side over pattern
II, the droplet seems to attempt to minimize its energy by adopting an ap-
proximately elliptical shape. Subsequently, the droplet continues to spread
on the unpatterned SiO2 (Fig. 4.4 (g)). Eventually, the droplet slowly re-
cedes from pattern III (Fig. 4.4 (h)) and adopts a shape close to spherical.
In the last images, the effect of impurities on the SiO2 on pinning of the
contact line is clearly observed.

In Fig. 4.4 (e-i) a thin residual layer of liquid can clearly be discerned
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which remains after the droplet has passed. Zooming in on the trace re-
veals that only the hydrophilic SiO2 stripes are covered with continuous
liquid stripes,while hydrophobic PFDTS stripes remain liquid-free. How-
ever, occasionally small liquid ‘bridges’ covering several adjacent stripes
are formed (a more detailed discussion of this residual liquid is done in
Chapter 5). A quantitative studying of the liquid traces remaining after
droplet passage and their influence on the receding motion is not possible
in the present experimental setup and will be subject of future work. Nev-
ertheless, the liquid trace can give us preliminary information concerning
contact line motion in the direction perpendicular to the stripes. More pre-
cisely, the length diameter in the direction perpendicular to the stripes can
be estimated and compared for different patterns. The preliminary results
reveal that the diameter values scatter around 1.7± 0.2mm for all experi-
mentally studied individual pattern lengths and combinations of α-values.
The outcome is in agreement with previously reported results for static and
kinetic droplet behaviour on stripe-patterns (see Chapter 2 and Chapter 3),
where we find that the length of the diameter is solely defined by the hy-
drophobic part of the pattern and therefore exhibits similar values for all
patterns. Indeed, the diameter on unpatterned PFDTS amounts to 1.55mm
for the droplet volumes considered in this work, which is within the exper-
imental error from the data extracted from top-view movies.

4.4.2 Fast camera results

In the previous section, movies obtained using a top view camera have
been used for a qualitative description of the motion of droplets over the
gradient patterned surface. However, for a quantitative study we use a
high speed camera in a side-view geometry. Investigations are only carried
out for the x direction. A typical transient obtained using the high speed
camera movies (Fig. 4.3) is shown in Fig. 4.5. The evolution of the right
(advancing) and left (receding) edges of the droplet as well as the over-
all length of the contact area in the x direction, i.e. parallel to the striped
pattern is shown.

For clarity in the description, we distinguish four regimes in the droplet
motion, referred to as first, second, third and fourth regimes, resp. (vertical
dotted lines in Fig. 4.5). Only the second, third and fourth regimes are ob-
served; the apparent absence of the first regime is due to its short duration.
Furthermore, only the first three regimes will be addressed in detail; the
fourth regime corresponding to isotropic spreading over the silicon oxide
(see also Figs. 4.4 (e-i)) is not considered here.
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Figure 4.5: Evolution of the left (receding, red solid line) and right (advancing,
blue solid line) edges as a function of time; the centre position (black line) is the
average of both edges and in case of first, second and third regimes corresponds
to the center of mass. The middle of the syringe is taken as the zero position on the
surface; x0 is uniquely defined for each experiment. A consequence of side view
is reckoning that spreading starts from 200µm length [44, 63]. Horizontal dashed
lines indicate borders between the chemically defined patterns, as indicated on
the right. Patterns I, II and III correspond to α=0.9, α=0.5 and α=0.3, respectively.
The vertical lines indicate transition between the motion regimes (second, third
and fourth) as discussed in the text. (b) Time evolution of the droplet length in the
x direction for the same pattern.

As described in the experimental section, chemically defined patterns
consist of PFDTS monolayers (transparent, approximately 0.7nm thickness),
which can not be observed by the naked eye. Experimentally, this results
in scatter of the deposition position x0 for different experiments on a scale
smaller than 1mm. To enable comparison of the results obtained in differ-
ent experiments, the time is set to 0s when the right side of the droplet
crosses the border between the PFDTS rectangle and pattern I. Typically,
this event occurs a few milliseconds after the droplet comes into contact
with the surface.

It turns out that the initial position x0 is highly relevant for the subse-
quent spreading kinetics. The distance d is defined as the difference be-
tween x0 and the border of pattern I (see also Fig. 4.2). Experimental values
of d vary from 0.2mm up to approximately 0.7mm.

4.4.3 First regime

The first regime corresponds to the fast initial spreading of the droplet on
a timescale (∆t1) from 6ms up to 10ms. This stage of spreading is gener-
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Figure 4.6: The results presented in this figure are extracted from all studied pat-
terns with different individual stripe-pattern lengths and various combinations of
α-values. Each colour refers to a set of patterns having the same pattern I,II and
III lengths and α combination, but different PFDTS and SiO2 stripe widths. Scal-
ing of data suggests that the absolute width of stripes is not a relevant parameter
for the description of motion.(a) Dynamic CAs at the moment the right side of
the droplets reaches the border of pattern I plotted as a function of d (solid line
is a guide to the eye). The CA values on both sides of droplets are equal due to
the symmetric circular shape of the wetted area. (b) The dynamic CAs on the left
side, plotted as a function of those on the right side of the droplet, at the end of
the first regime. The solid line represents the situation for symmetric droplets, i.e.
identical CAs on both sides of the droplet.

ally referred to as the inertial regime [44, 53, 63]. The inertial regime starts
when the droplet comes into contact with the substrate surface and ends
when the radius of the wetted area reaches 90% (0.7mm) of the radius of the
droplet suspended to the needle prior to deposition (0.78mm). The power
law behaviour of spreading as well as the involved timescales are consis-
tent with previously published work. More importantly, no net transla-
tional motion is observed in the first regime. The liquid centre of mass
remains on the symmetry axis defined by the middle of the needle.

During the inertial regime, the right side of the droplet advances over
two distinct regions: (i) the hydrophobic PFDTS rectangle and (ii) pattern I
consisting of alternating hydrophilic SiO2 and hydrophobic PFDTS stripes.
As mentioned above, d is between 0.2mm and 0.7mm, which implies that
the extent of spreading on the respective regions varies between experi-
ments. To study the effect of spreading over two distinct surface areas, dy-
namic CAs are shown in Fig. 4.6. The values measured when the right edge
of the droplet is at the border of the PFDTS rectangle are shown in Fig. 4.6
(a) as a function of the position where the droplet is deposited. Note that
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up to this moment the droplet is symmetric and CAs on both sides of the
droplet are the same. When reaching the border of the first pattern, the
values scatter around a straight line as shown in Fig. 4.6 (a). The decrease
of the CA values from 145◦ to 110◦ with increasing d values is in agreement
with the expectations. For larger distances d the spreading over the pure
PFDTS area is more extensive. Lower contact angles are attained before the
wetted area reaches the chemically defined border of the first pattern.

In Fig. 4.6 (b) the relation between CAs on both sides of the droplet at the
end of the first, i.e. inertial regime are plotted. At this time, a part of the
droplet is on pattern I, while the remaining part is still on the PFDTS. For
completely symmetric droplets, the contact angles would be identical, and
would correspond to the solid line in Fig. 4.6 (b).

The dynamic CA values at the end of the inertial regime exhibit a differ-
ence of 9◦ between the right and left sides of the droplet. More specifically,
the CAs measured on pattern I (right side of the droplet) exhibit lower val-
ues as compared to the ones on the PFDTS (left side). The systematically
lower dynamic CA values for the right side suggest that the footprint of
the droplet already becomes asymmetric in the inertial stage. The avail-
able data is insufficient to identify whether a distortion of the contact line
on pattern I from a circular into an elongated shape has already taken place.

4.4.4 Second regime

Following the inertial regime, liquid-surface interactions take over and
control the motion of the contact line in the subsequent regimes. We desig-
nate the regime between the end of the inertial spreading and the moment
at which the neck connecting the droplet to the needle breaks as the second
regime.

In this second regime, the left side of the droplet no longer advances in
the negative x direction and will start moving in the opposite, positive x di-
rection: from here on we address the left side as receding (Fig. 4.5 (a)). The
right side continues to move over the pattern I, and as such it is referred
to the as the advancing side of the droplet. Overall, the centre of mass of
droplet slowly shifts in the positive x direction. Translational motion of the
droplet under the influence of the underlying pattern starts in the second
regime. From Fig. 4.5 (a) it is observed that the advancing motion over pat-
tern I is faster as compared to the receding edge over the PFDTS, resulting
in elongation of the droplet in the direction parallel to the stripes.

The duration ∆t2 of the second regime typically varies from 50ms to 200ms,
increasing as a function of d. Nevertheless, an explicit trend can not be dis-
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Figure 4.7: (a) Diameters of the droplet footprint in the x direction, i.e. parallel
to the stripes, at the moment of release from the needle as a function of d. The
solid line is a guide to the eye. (b) Duration of time between the moments the
advancing contact line enters and leaves the pattern I as a function of d. Only two
datasets are presented pertaining to identical variables of α = 0.9 and the length
of pattern I: the latter amounts 1000µm.

cerned, suggesting that the release of the droplet from the needle does not
depend on the time elapsed since the moment of contact with the substrate.
To determine what triggers the release, the diameter of the footprint in the
x direction (referred to as the length of the droplet) at the moment of release
is plotted as a function of distance d in Fig. 4.7 (a).

It appears that experimental length values scatter around a mean value
of 2.05mm for all patterns studied. Apparently, attaining a specific length
value is an essential parameter and triggers the release. This is consistent
with the aforementioned increase of ∆t2 as a function of d. The length of
2.05mm cannot be achieved on pure PFDTS (on which a static diameter of
1.55mm is observed), which requires that in most cases a significant part
of the droplet volume shifts to pattern I. When the droplet is deposited
further away from the border of pattern I, a larger part of the volume finds
itself on the unpatterned PFDTS and needs to be moved to achieve the
required length, resulting in durations of the second regime going up to
200ms.

From the high speed camera movies it is observed that for all droplets we
have studied, the release event occurs once the advancing side has crossed
the border between patterns I and II. In Fig. 4.7 (b) we plot the time ∆tpatternI

that it takes for the advancing side of the droplet to move over the entire
width of pattern I, as a function of deposition distance d. The data reveal
a correlation between d and ∆tpatternI. The time spent on pattern I increases
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with d, which implies that droplets deposited closer to the border of pat-
tern I reach pattern II faster. Consequently, the droplets deposited close to
the patterned area reach the required length for release from the needle in
a shorter time.

4.4.5 Third regime

The third regime starts when the liquid neck connecting the droplet to the
needle is broken and ends once the advancing side of the droplet reaches
the border between pattern III and the unpatterned SiO2. During the third
regime, the receding edge completely dewets the unpatterned PFDTS area,
and becomes pinned at the border of pattern I. As a result, the droplet is
stretched over all three striped patterns, exhibiting a shape resembling a
cylinder with two hemispherical caps (Fig. 4.4 (c,d)). The duration of the
third regime varies between 300ms and 700ms (∆t3).

Immediately after the release event, an increase in speed of both the ad-
vancing and receding contact lines for a relatively short timescales is ob-
served in Fig. 4.5 (a). The enhanced motion is more pronounced for the ad-
vancing side. It is difficult to conclude whether the release event induces
spreading perpendicular to the stripes. In the top-view movies, no motion
perpendicular to the stripes can be seen: the diameter in the y direction
remains approximately 1.7mm.

To check if the influence of the deposition position x0 is still detectable,
average speeds for the advancing contact line over the whole length of
pattern III are calculated from the time differences between the moment at
which the advancing contact line reaches the border of pattern III and the
moment it starts spreading over the SiO2. Dividing by the length of pattern
III yields speeds, which are approximately equal to 4mm/s for all studied
patterns with different lengths of the various patterns. This confirms that
in this stage of motion, there is no longer any influence of the deposition
position.

4.5 Discussion

4.5.1 Capillary spreading over striped patterns: second and third
regimes

The reason to separate the translational motion over the patterned surface
into two regimes is motivated by the fact that (i) during the second regime
the droplet moves while still attached to the needle, experiencing an addi-
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tional force which opposes the motion, and (ii) to investigate the influence
of the release event on the non-restricted motion in the third regime.

In Fig. 4.3 the side-view snapshots taken from high speed camera movies
depict the droplet motion during the first three regimes. More specifically,
the images in Fig. 4.3 (b-d) can be used to illustrate the influence of the
connection with the needle on the translational motion during the second
regime. The droplet is in the capillary regime, i.e. liquid-surface interac-
tions drive the motion of the droplet (eq. 4.2); viscous drag (eq. 4.3) and
hysteresis (eq. 4.4) forces restrict the motion. However, when the centre
of mass of the droplet moves away from the symmetry axis of the needle,
additional liquid-air interface area is created near the neck connecting the
droplet to the needle (Fig. 4.3 (c)). Creation and subsequent increase of the
additional liquid-air surface while the droplet moves away from the nee-
dle costs energy. This in turns gives rise to an overall slowing down of the
droplet motion.

The important cost in energy for creation of this additional surface man-
ifests itself in the enhancement in velocities of both advancing and reced-
ing contact lines after the connection with the needle is ruptured (Fig. 4.3
(d) and Fig. 4.5). The velocity enhancement can be qualitatively explained
by considering the neck, which connects the droplet volume to the liquid
reservoir within the needle, as a constrained spring. Once the spring is
released, i.e. the neck breaks, the potential energy is liberated [53]. Sub-
sequently, the potential energy is converted into kinetic energy, leading to
a rapid increase of the elongation up to 25% of the value observed over
the entire third regime in approximately 6% of time. More specifically, in
25ms, the droplet gains an additional 0.25mm in length, see Fig. 4.5. Once
the velocity peak has passed, the droplet motion is controlled by the bal-
ance of three forces, resulting in overall decline of measured velocities to a
few mm/s, in agreement with other publications [76, 77, 81].

4.5.2 Smart design

The use of anisotropic striped patterns enables the creation of droplets with
static shapes markedly different from the spherical and defines a preferen-
tial direction for spreading. Due to confinement of the contact line motion
in the direction perpendicular to the stripes, the advancing motion parallel
to the stripes is facilitated. Consequently, higher velocities of the contact
line as compared to isotropic droplet spreading are typically observed.

Furthemore, in the direction parallel to the stripes the static CAs are rea-
sonably well predicted by the Cassie-Baxter equation, rewritten in terms of
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the dimensionless parameter α (eq. 4.5):

θ‖ = arccos

[

α cos(θPFDTS)+ cos(θSiO2)

1+α

]

(4.6)

where θPFDTS and θSiO2 represent the CAs on homogeneous PFDTS SAMs
(105◦) and on SiO2 (23◦), respectively [85]. From this equation, it follows
that for the pattern design considered in the previous section with α-values
of 0.9, 0.5 and 0.3, corresponding static CAs are 68.8◦, 61.4◦ and 49.5◦, re-
spectively.

The experimental dynamic CAs have been presented in Fig. 4.3. During
the capillary stage, i.e. the second, third and forth regimes, the advancing
CAs exhibit smaller values as compared to the receding ones. Also, the
difference between CAs on both sides of the droplet is less than 10◦, both
being in agreement with the conditions given by eqs. 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. Fur-
thermore, comparing the experimental dynamic advancing CAs with the
calculated static values (eq. 4.6), we find that the CAs at the end of each
pattern are > 10◦ higher.

Based on earlier studies reported in literature, in the case of chemically
heterogeneous surface comprised of two different chemical entities, the ad-
vancing CA is defined by the more hydrophobic species, while the reced-
ing CA is governed by the more hydrophilic one [28]. For the unpatterned
PFDTS SAMs the value of the advancing angle is approximately 5◦ above
the static value. We assume that this difference also holds for the stripe-
patterned surfaces. Based on this, taking into account that our experimen-
tal results for advancing CAs show values more than 10◦ higher than the
static CAs, the length of the striped patterns can be increased. Indeed, pre-
liminary results on patterns with length of up to 1500µm (overall length of
4500µm) have shown droplets moving over the entire design, and leaving
it onto the unpatterned oxide surface.

As expected, changing the length of the patterned areas has immediate
consequences on the droplet velocity during its motion. To illustrate this
influence, in Fig. 4.8 we plot the time it takes the advancing edge of the
droplet to move over the three striped patters; patterns with same α com-
bination but different lengths are considered. First of all, the difference in
timescales is surprising; the ratio of length scales does not correspond one-
to-one to the time ratios. In the case of pattern lengths of 700µm, i.e. the
total length of the striped pattern amounts to 2100µm, the overall time it
takes the advancing droplet edge to wet all three patterns varies from 0.12s
to 0.3s (Fig. 4.8 (a)), yielding average velocities typically above 10mm/s.
For patterns of length 1000µm (total striped pattern length 3000µm) varia-
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Figure 4.8: The time span for the advancing edge of the droplet to wet all three
striped patterns presented as function of d. The results pertain to the patterns with
the same values for α , but different pattern lengths. The duration is obtained from
the time difference between the moment at which the advancing edge reaches pat-
tern I and the moment it reaches the border of the unpatterned SiO2. Results are
shown for the individual pattern lengths of (a) 700µm (overall length of 2100µm)
and (b) 1000µm (overall striped pattern length of 3000µm).

tions from 0.3s to 1s (velocities below 9mm/s) are observed, while there is
considerably more scatter of the data (see Fig. 4.8 (b)). As is to be expected,
the time increases as a function of d for both pattern designs. To identify
a more obvious trend and enable a quantitative discussion between pat-
tern dimensions and droplet velocities, additional experiments covering a
wider range of pattern lengths need to be performed.

Another factor that influences the overall velocity of the droplet motion
over the patterns is ∆α , i.e. the difference in macroscopic wettability, be-
tween patterns I, II and III. In agreement with intuitive expectation, for
larger differences in α , the droplet will wet and dewet the patterned sur-
face more rapidly. During the experimental work presented in this chap-
ter, for pattern I only values of α < 1 have been used, exhibiting static CAs
below 68.8◦. This in turn limits the possible combinations for velocity en-
hancements, since successive α-values must decrease. However, based on
observations of experimental dynamic CAs on the first pattern, CA values
θSt = 75◦ are sufficient to initiate motion on this pattern. This indicated that
the α-value of the first pattern can be as high as 1.3, therewith enabling use
of a wider range of possible combinations. The lower limit for α is imposed
by the fact that the last pattern (pattern III) must have α > 0.2 for droplet
to be able to dewet it. On experimental patterns III having α < 0.2 most of
the time the receding motion of the droplet is inhibited; typically average
velocities below 1mm/s were observed.
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Another reason in favour of using higher α values is the consequent in-
crease in receding contact angles over pattern I. For all experimental sets,
the receding motion over pattern I starts only when the advancing droplet
edge initiates spreading on the SiO2, implying that the droplet to first wet
all three patterns. Employing higher α values may allow dewetting of pat-
tern I at an earlier stage of motion resulting in shorter residence times or
enable using markedly longer overall pattern lengths.

4.6 Conclusions

We present a detailed experimental study of glycerol/water mixture drop-
lets over chemically defined linear stripe-patterned surfaces. Droplets are
gently deposited after which their motion induced by a surface energy gra-
dient is investigated. Motion of droplets over distances larger than 3mm on
a timescale of seconds is observed. To enable a clear description and allow
adequate discussion, the motion process is separated into four regimes;
the first three are discussed in detail. Using patterns consisting of alter-
nating hydrophobic (PFDTS) and hydrophilic (SiO2) stripes gives rise to
confinement of the motion in the direction parallel to the stripes, therewith
enabling transport of liquid in a controlled way. Moreover, a precisely de-
fined pattern design on the surface allows a quantitative estimate of the
macroscopic surface energy at any position during movement. This makes
it possible to ultimately refine pattern designs for application purposes.
Furthermore, the dependence of droplets velocities on length and relative
hydrophobicity of the patterns is discussed. Finally, chemically defined
striped patterns seem to be a promising choice from an application point
of view, owing to the combination of anisotropic spreading with enhanced
contact line motion in the predefined direction as well as easily tunable
surface energies.
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5
Droplet motion over radially

patterned surfaces

The motion of droplets induced by chemically created anisotropic patterns is stud-
ied. The patterns are created by hydrophobic fluorinated self-assembled monolay-
ers (SAMs) on silicon substrates; the uncovered silicon comprises the hydrophilic
parts of the pattern. The design consists of a central hydrophobic circle of unpat-
terned SAMs surrounded by rings of radial patterns which exhibit an increasing
macroscopic wettability. The radial patterns consist of alternating hydrophobic
and hydrophilic stripes; variation of their relative widths enables to design differ-
ent wettability gradients. Once a droplet is deposited on the circle in the middle it
will start to move over to the radially defined wettability gradient, away from the
centre owing to the increasing relative surface area of hydrophilic matter for larger
radii in the pattern. The focus of this Chapter is on a qualitative description of the
characteristic motion on such types of anisotropic patterns. The effect of variation
of the radial pattern lengths and stripe widths on the motion of the droplets is de-
scribed. The results are discussed in terms of the design of the underlying pattern.
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5.1 Introduction

Inkjet printers encompass an extremely popular choice both for household
purposes as well as for many different industrial applications. For domes-
tic application the low price is a major advantage, while for industrial use
the versatility of the technology is of prime importance, enabling printing
of a wide range of materials on various substrates [3, 4, 86]. Most recently,
the possibilities of printing were even extended to three-dimensional ob-
jects. The application areas for inkjet technology include displays [6, 87],
the chemical industry [88, 89], electronic components [90–93], and a large
emerging field comprises the life sciences [94, 95]. For all these applica-
tions a high speed and a high printing quality are required. This in turn
has resulted in a lot of research activities in this area. Companies and re-
search institutes developing the technology are faced with the challenge to
further miniaturize and increase efficiency of the inkjet print heads.

The developments in silicon-based Micro Electro Mechanical Systems
(MEMS) are presently also being applied to the inkjet printhead technol-
ogy. For instance, in 2008 27% of all inkjet printheads were fabricated using
MEMS technologies. Despite the substantial investments initially required,
many printing companies incorporate MEMS into their products for mass-
production, since this technology enables achieving sub-micrometer reso-
lution with high reliability which is a must for large scale applications [12].
However, miniaturization of devices poses new challenges dictated by the
fact that considerably more features have to be reproduced on markedly
smaller surface areas [96].

The way the droplets are created in an inkjet printhead gives rise to small
volumes of ink overflowing from the nozzles and ultimately wetting the
nozzle plate [3, 16]. Both metal and silicon nozzle plates are lyophilic for
low surface tension inks, inhibiting complete removal of the residential
ink by mechanical wiping. Accumulation of ink near the nozzle inter-
feres with jetting of droplets and may lead to the interruption of jetting
all together by blocking the nozzle [14, 15]. This in turns leads to unreli-
able jetting behaviour and is consequently detrimental for the print quality.
Moreover, silicon nozzle plates as manufactured using MEMS technology,
exhibit wettability characteristics, which are strongly affected by ambient
conditions such as temperature and humidity. Additionally, the silicon sur-
face is easily contaminated therewith creating pinning sites which interfere
with ink removal procedures.

A smart way to avoid undesired ink accumulation near the nozzle is to
apply an anti-wetting coating on the nozzle plate [3, 97, 98]. The surface is
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hydrophobized using a chemically inert agent which allows easy removal
of ink and reduces contamination. Presently, such an antiwetting coating
is primarily applied as a single chemical species homogeneously deposited
over the entire nozzle plate. However, it may be relevant to design patterns
of more (typically two) chemical species with different surface energies,
which will enable controlling ink movement on the nozzle plate, ultimately
achieving a continuous flow of ink away from the nozzle.

In this Chapter, a study of liquid behaviour on radially patterned sur-
faces is presented. A surface free energy gradient will induce droplet mo-
tion away from the point of the deposition. First, a global description of the
droplet motion is given; similarities with previously discussed linear pat-
terns (Chapter 4) as well as new features characteristic for radial patterns
are discussed. Furthermore,the receding motion is treated in more detail,
including a discussion of the residual layer covering the hydrophilic SiO2

after the droplet passage. The formation of liquid bridges covering up to
20 adjacent stripes at regular intervals and their influence on receding mo-
tion is presented. Finally, the influence of the radial pattern length on the
motion velocity is presented.

5.2 Experimental details

5.2.1 Surface preparation

The surface patterns of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of 1H,1H,2H,2H-
perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (PFDTS, 97%, ABCR, Germany) on silicon
wafers are created using standard clean room facilities. First, a positive
photoresist is spin-coated on freshly cleaned wafers with a natural oxide
film, followed by soft-baking. Patterns are created via standard optical
lithography, after which the exposed photoresist is washed-off. The re-
maining photoresist is hard-baked and provides surface protection during
vapour deposition of PFDTS; the silane head-group binds covalently to the
native silicon oxide, exposing the fluorinated tail to the liquid. The assem-
bly creates a densely packed layer of molecules with a height in the order
of one nm, on which glycerol has a stationary contact angle (CA) θSt = 106◦.
Vapour deposition is done in a degassed chamber that is successively ex-
posed to PFDTS and water reservoirs to introduce the respective vapours,
initiating the reaction on the wafer surface [34]. After formation of the
SAM, the photoresist is washed off, leaving a chemically patterned surface.

A typical layout used for the experiments in this Chapter is presented
in Fig. 5.1. The central circle is formed by a homogeneous unpatterned
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�=0.5 �=0.25

PFDTS

1000 m�

radial I

radial II

Figure 5.1: Lithographic mask used to create the radial pattern on silicon wafers.
The droplet motion as presented in Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.5 were obtained using this
particular pattern. The hydrophobic regions (PFDTS) and hydrophilic parts (SiO2)
correspond to the blue and white areas, respectively. The wettability gradient is
created by the transition from the homogeneous hydrophobic PFDTS central cir-
cle to the unpatterned SiO2 via the circular radial patterns consisting of stripes
of alternating wetting properties. A pattern typically consists of two or three ra-
dial patterns with lengths varying from 500µm to 1000µm and hydrophobic-to-
hydrophilic ratio α varying from 0.9 to 0.125. As shown in the enlarged part, the
width of stripes is not uniform. The stripes become wider with increasing distance
from the centre. This is done in order to maintain a constant value for α (eq. 5.1)
over the whole radial pattern length. Furthermore, the beginning and ending of
the PFDTS stripes between radial patterns do not match.
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PFDTS SAM and has a diameter of 1.4mm for all patterns studied. Drop-
lets are always deposited on this circle. The circle diameter is chosen to
be close to that of a 1µl glycerol droplet on an unpatterned PFDTS SAM
(1.39mm). However, as deposition exactly in the middle of the circle can-
not be achieved (patterns are not visible by the naked eye prior to wetting),
the droplet will encounter the more hydrophilic part of the pattern before
the equilibrium shape is reached. Consequently, the droplet will be pulled
away from the centre of the pattern and the translational motion is initi-
ated. Surrounding the pure PFDTS circle are annular regions consisting
of alternating hydrophobic (PFDTS) and hydrophilic (SiO2) stripes with an
increasing macroscopic surface energy. These create a preferential sprea-
ding direction for the droplets, similar to what has been described for lin-
ear patterns in the previous Chapter. The fraction of hydrophilic surface
area increases for radial sections further away from the centre. As in the
previous Chapters, we use a dimensionless parameter α to quantify the
relative hydrophobicity of the pattern:

α =
wPFDTS

wSiO2

(5.1)

where wPFDTS and wSiO2 are the hydrophobic PFDTS and hydrophilic SiO2

stripe widths, respectively. Patterns with smaller values for α are more
hydrophilic corresponding to higher surface energy.

5.2.2 Droplet deposition

Droplet deposition is done using an OCA 15+ goniometer (DataPhysics,
Germany), employing a computer-controlled syringe. We use glycerol (Rea-
gentPlus, Sigma, USA) for all experiments, employing its high viscosity: it
takes tens of seconds for droplets to move over the patterned surface. Un-
less otherwise specified, for all droplets the volume is fixed to 1µl. The
variation in droplet diameter just after being produced from the syringe
was measured to be less than 5%. Deposition of the droplet is achieved by
very slowly lowering the syringe with the suspended droplet toward the
substrate until it contacts the patterned surface.

A colour usb camera is mounted above the deposition stage and is used
to image the temporal evolution of the droplets over the patterned surface.
Top-view movies are used to monitor and analyze droplet motion over the
radial patterns. The top-view camera has a frame rate of 30fps, enabling
a qualitative description of the slow movement of the glycerol droplets.
After the outward movement of the droplet, a residual layer of glycerol
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remains on the patterned surface. The colour movies provide a means to
monitor this residual film.

In contrast to the linear patterns described in the previous Chapter, the
symmetry of the surface patterns with respect to the deposition point makes
it virtually impossible to predict the direction of motion of droplets. There-
fore, it is not possible to quantitatively monitor the droplet kinetics using
a (high-speed) side-view camera.

5.3 Results: Droplet motion overview

5.3.1 Advancing motion as compared to linear patterns

In Fig. 5.2 a set of top view images is presented. Although the patterns are
designed to study motion of 1µl droplets, to provide an overview of the
motion we use a 5µl droplet. This allows a better time resolution using
the top-view camera to study the characteristic features for these anisotro-
pic patterns, as these larger droplets take longer, typically more than one
minute, to move over the pattern. However, the fact that we are not able
to use high-speed camera side-view images, makes it impossible to tempo-
rally define the first three stages of motion as described for linear patterns,
nor to make a quantitative comparative study. In the following, we will
limit ourselves to a qualitative description of motion to indicate similari-
ties as well as discrepancies between the two types of patterns.

Furthermore, as the receding angle of glycerol on SiO2 is very small, a
thin layer of glycerol remains on the SiO2 stripes, which allows us to trace
the way the droplet evolves over the patterned surface. Contrary to lin-
ear patterns, much attention will be given to remaining traces to extract
information regarding the motion process.

The diameter of a 5µl droplet on the pristine PFDTS SAMs amounts to
2.38mm. The translational motion of the droplet under the influence of the
underlying chemically defined pattern is initiated once the droplet com-
pletely wets the first striped region, referred to as radial I. The motion di-
rection will be defined by the position where the droplet first comes into
contact with the central circle. If the initial contact of a completely symmet-
ric droplet will be exactly in the middle of the pattern centre, no motion
would occur.

As is observed in Fig. 5.2 (b), the deposition point is in the first quadrant,
i.e. slightly above and to the right of the geometric circle centre, which
defines the translation direction to be toward the top-right corner of the
image. In contrast to the case of linear patterns (see Chapter 4), no pro-
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1.1s 2.1s 5s

24s15s11.2s7.6s

44s 64s 84s 103.3s

Figure 5.2: Motion of a 5µ l glycerol droplet over a radially patterned surface. The
diameter of the central PFDTS circle is 1.4mm; the two subsequently following
radial patterns have α=0.5 and α=0.25 (referred to as radial I and radial II, respec-
tively) and a length (i.e. the width of the annular region) of 1mm each. The time
values as indicated for every image are extracted from the top-view movie and
provide an indication of the global timescale. (a) A suspended droplet (r = 1mm)
is brought in contact with the central circle. (b) The droplet at the moment the
translational motion is about to start, covering both radial I and radial II. The cen-
tre of mass is situated in the upper half of the PFDTS circle, defining the exit direc-
tion to be in the first quadrant. (c) The translational motion begins, followed by
(d-f) dewetting of radial I. (g-l) Dewetting of radial II gives rise to liquid “bridges”
(indicated by violet arrow) of identical size at regular intervals.

nounced confinement for the advancing contact line in the direction per-
pendicular to the motion in case of 5µl droplet is observed what is reflected
in shapes close to spherical in Fig. 5.2 (b,c). For smaller droplet volumes
of 1µl (Fig. 5.5 (a-c), which will be discussed later), straight sections of the
contact line in the direction perpendicular to the motion can be observed
due to pinning at the PFDTS stripes, but their influence on the advancing
motion should be minimal due to their position at the rear edge of droplet.
Overall, the advancing motion of the droplets on our patterns with well-
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.3: (a) Photo of a radial pattern with glycerol remaining on the SiO2 stripes
after the droplet has passed. The image is obtained a few minutes after movie such
as that represented in Fig. 5.2 (PFDTS circle diameter 1.4mm; radial I and II have
α = 0.5 and α = 0.25, respectively; the width of the annular regions amounts to
1mm each). The blue arrow indicates one of the liquid bridges on radial II. The
white arrow shows the discontinuity in the wetted SiO2 stripes. The light-blue ar-
row indicates the square droplet formed by receding of the unstable bridge cover-
ing two SiO2 and one PFDTS stripes. (b) A corresponding part of the lithographic
mask is shown. The blue stripes represent PFDTS, while the white colour refers
to SiO2 stripes. The spatial locations where liquid bridges are observed, are indi-
cated by the red shaded areas. For this particular pattern the bridges on average
cover 10 periods of the pattern and are spaced by 10 periods. (c) The border be-
tween radial I and radial II shows the overlap between stripes in the two annular
regions.

defined structure exhibits marked similarities with the behaviour of drop-
lets on structureless energy gradient surfaces created by vapour deposition
of molecules via diffusion-controlled process [99, 100].

5.3.2 Droplets dewetting the radial pattern

Similar to the linear patterns (Chapter 4), the motion of the receding edge
is only observed when the advancing side starts to move over the unpat-
terned SiO2 (Fig. 5.2 (c)). The receding motion appears to be strongly in-
fluenced by the structure of the underlying pattern. Initially, the receding
of the contact line is relatively fast over the PFDTS circle, followed by a
considerable deceleration over the first annular region radial I. We assume
this pronounced decrease in speed of the receding edge is due to pinning
on the SiO2 stripes (Fig. 5.2 (d)). As a result, an unfavourable convex curva-
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ture on the edge of the pure PFDTS circle and two strongly curved corners
representing a high unbalanced Laplace pressure are formed on the reced-
ing side of the droplet. Due to the presence of these features, the receding
velocity of the contact line is not homogeneous. Initially, the motion is
only observed at the sharply curved corner regions, while the centre of the
receding contact line remains pinned at the edge of the circular PFDTS re-
gion. However, this inhomogeneity in receding velocities along the contact
line enables the droplet to adopt a more favourable shape with convex re-
ceding contact line. Similar inhomogeneity of receding velocities along the
contact line is observed in case of 1µl droplets, though due to the smaller
volume and faster droplet motion they are more difficult to identify.

The convex shape of the contact line will reappear when the contact
line is pinned on the chemically defined border between the two annu-
lar regions, referred to as radial I and radial II (Fig. 5.2 (f)). Meanwhile,
spreading over the SiO2 continues and the droplet volume is steadily being
pulled off the patterned surface, enforcing the receding motion eventually
of the outer patterned area designated as radial II.

Compared to the previously discussed linear patterns (Chapter 4), the
droplets receding from the radial II pattern exhibits new features, which
are emphasized by using a large volume droplet. A first observation is
that the receding over the radial II pattern occurs on longer timescales
as compared to the equivalent length and ∆α of linear patterns. A sec-
ond observation is the formation of the regularly spaced, symmetric liq-
uid “bridges”, covering up to ten periods (hydrophobic PFDTS plus hy-
drophilic SiO2 stripes) observed in Fig. 5.2 (g-l). Liquid bridges covering
two or rarely three periods are occasionally observed on linear patterns;
the occurrence and the position appear to be random and not reproducible
between experiments. On the radial patterns, however, both width and
position are reproducible. Furthermore, the presence of these bridges in-
fluences the receding contact line velocity.

A consequence of bridge formation or a discontinuous depinning of the
receding contact line from the chemical border between radial I and ra-
dial II is that the definition of the overall receding velocity is complicated.
In each separate receding part of the contact line, the liquid slides along
the bordering bridge sides independently from neighbouring receding site.
For example the liquid totally leaves the pattern in regions close to the
droplet edges while in the centre it is still fully covering the radial II (Fig. 5.2
(g,h)). As a result, the global shape of the receding contact line can be close
to straight as observed for the case of a 5µl droplet (Fig. 5.2 (h-j)), while for
1µl droplets, the curvature is more erratic as depinning is not synchronized
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(Fig. 5.5 (k-m)). On linear patterns in most cases hemispherical shapes are
observed.

Ultimately, the droplet volume completely dewets the radial pattern: a
small amount of liquid which is left behind on radial II is located on the
SiO2 stripes and in the liquid bridges, both being of microscopic thickness.
A thin continuous layer of glycerol remaining on individual SiO2 stripes is
stable and does not decay with time. The discontinuities in covering do not
induce liquid rearrangements either, as can be seen on the enlarged image
of the liquid trace as presented in Fig. 5.3. In a few interbridge spaces
bright spots (one being indicated by white arrow) pertain to liquid-free
surface areas.

Moreover, occasionally small bridges similar to the ones emerging on
linear patterns covering two hydrophilic and one hydrophobic stripe be-
tween them can be observed. Contrary to linear patterns, these bridges
appear to be unstable on radial patterns. Within seconds after formation
the contact line situated at the wider region of stripes depins and the liquid
recedes towards the centre, forming rectangular shaped droplets (Fig. 5.3,
droplet residing near the border between radial I and radial II, indicated by
the light-blue arrow). The reasons for their instability compared to larger
bridges as well as the receding direction are not clear yet.

5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Liquid bridges occurrence on radially patterned surfaces

As mentioned in the previous section, the combination of a low reced-
ing CA on the SiO2 stripes and the low vapour pressure of glycerol leads
to a thin stable residual layer of liquid on the hydrophilic stripes after
the droplet has passed. However, regularly spaced similarly sized liquid
‘bridges’ covering a few periods of the underlying pattern appear to be a
common feature for all radial patterns. A better understanding why these
bridges occur and why they are stable is of interest in particular for future
pattern designs.

The image presented in Fig. 5.3 is obtained a few minutes after the droplet
has moved over the pattern, allowing a study of the situation when the in-
fluence of the droplet is gone. The uneven borders both for the first and
second radial section are seen (comparison of Fig. 5.2 (e) with Fig. 5.2 (l)
shows filling of SiO2 stripes in radial II). Widening of the footprint of the
droplet in an uneven way is observed due to various amount of the excess
glycerol remaining on each SiO2 stripe. The system attempts to achieve
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the most favourable configuration by letting the excess liquid to wet the
available hydrophilic surface. However, bridges persist without showing
any sign of disintegration and dewetting of the unfavourable hydrophobic
PFDTS stripes. Moreover, these bridges have varying widths and spacings
as a function of the underlying pattern, as we conclude from the compari-
son of data obtained on various radial patterns.

An interesting observation is that none of the patterns show bridge for-
mation on the first annular region, referred to as radial I. On the other hand,
all patterns lead to the formation of regularly spaced bridges on the second
annular region radial II. The bridges can be easily identified by the same
monotonous colours as the bulk glycerol at distances exceeding the pattern
radius. Individual SiO2 stripes covered with liquid exhibit red and yellow
interference fringes, most likely due to thinner liquid films as compared to
the height of the bridges. Moreover, a colour contrast is also observed on
radial I when the covered SiO2 stripes of radial I are in contact with liquid
bridges on radial II. Again assuming that the thickness of the liquid layer
determines the optical response would indicate that different volumes of
glycerol reside on hydrophilic stripes. As a matter of fact, the bridges can
act as liquid reservoirs since they are connected to the macroscopic droplet
outside the patterned area and can supply liquid to the stripes in the radial
I.

In order to rationalize the occurrence of bridges on the second annular
region designated as radial II, in Fig. 5.3 (b) and Fig. 5.3 (c) we depict the
corresponding sections of the radial patterns. The similar sizes and regular
positions of liquid bridges, i.e. their periodicity on various pattern designs
suggests that the reason for their presence is most likely related to a repeat-
edly occurring feature in the patterns. By overlaying the top-view images
with the lithographically defined pattern, it becomes clear that the bridges
are observed in places where the hydrophobic and hydrophilic stripes of
radial I and radial II are connected. However, for different α values in the
two regions the periodicity of the stripes is different, and as such the rela-
tive positions of the stripes shift with respect to one another. In the region
between the bridges the hydrophilic stripes of radial I end at the beginning
of the hydrophobic stripes of radial II.

The fact that bridge formation is induced where the hydrophilic SiO2

stripes in the two regions are connected may well account for their ab-
sence on radial I (Fig. 5.4) as two different modes of receding motion may
be considered. Prior to receding over radial I, the contact line is pinned
at the border of the PFDTS circle, where there is no hydrophilic surface
area (Fig. 5.4 (a)). As soon as the receding CA value for a given α is achi-
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Figure 5.4: Schematic representations of contact line pinning at the chemical bor-
der (a) between the central PFDTS circle and radial I, and (b) between radial I and
radial II. In (b) a part of the pattern is shown where bridge formation is observed
and neighbouring regions without bridge: brige is schematically indicated by vi-
olet square. Blue regions correspond to hydrophobic PFDTS regions, while white
represents the hydrophilic SiO2 surface. The direction of contact line motion is
indicated by the arrows.

eved, the receding motion will be initiated simultaneously in places where
PFDTS stripes are connected to the circle, entraining the liquid on the SiO2

stripes and consequently prohibiting bridge formation.

However, a different situation takes place once the contact line becomes
pinned at the beginning of radial II as schematically shown in Fig. 5.4 (b).
In this case not only the fraction of hydrophilic surface area on radial II is
higher, which lowers the macroscopic receding CA, the shape of the contact
line is also very different and not homogeneous along the border. In the re-
gions where the bridges will be formed or where connected SiO2 stripes
are present, the contact line oscillates regularly, partly remaining on the
radial I. Given the continuity of the hydrophilic region combined with rel-
atively smaller proportion of hydrophobic matter, on this portions of the
pattern the receding motion will not be initiated until the CA reaches val-
ues close to zero (Fig: 5.4 (b)). However, in the regions where bridges are
not formed, the hydrophobic stripes in radial II start in the centre of the hy-
drophilic stripes, perturbing the contact line structure, which in turn will
promote the receding motion.

Further enlargement of the border between the two regions (Fig. 5.3 (c))
can indicate what is the critical mismatch between the respective hydropho-
bic stripes that will inhibit bridge formation and lead to separately covered
SiO2. In this particular example, the bridges are stable as long as the PFDTS
stripes of radial I are connected to ones of radial II. However, in some cases,
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the bridges persist once the PFDTS stripes are no longer connected, but are
in the vicinity of one another. That arises due to limitations of the litho-
graphic process: the mask shows sharply defined edges, while in the ac-
tual pattern the photoresist will smoothen out the features, creating a more
gradual transition and allowing liquid to stay connected for the last SiO2

stripes.

Overall, we conclude that bridges will be stable in areas where the hy-
drophobic stripes of the subsequent, outer radial pattern are connected to
the ones in the more inner radial region. When the hydrophobic sections
of neighbouring striped regions are no longer connected, the corrugation
of the contact line will be sufficient to initiate its receding motion.

5.4.2 Kinetics of the receding motion

As mentioned earlier, the large 5µl droplet is used mainly to show the way
in which the droplet recedes over radially patterned surfaces as well as to
highlight the repetitive nature of the bridge formation as a larger surface
area is wetted. In the following, the discussion will concentrate on motion
of 1µl droplets as in this case the influence of the underlying pattern is
more pronounced.

In Fig. 5.5, the motion of a 1µl glycerol droplet over the radial pattern is
shown. In this case, it takes approximately 16s for a droplet to leave the
pattern. Moreover, due to the smaller volume the influence of the underly-
ing structure resulting in straight sections of the contact line and the shape
of the droplets is easier to be identified.

Taking into account the time it takes the droplet to dewet each respective
radial pattern, another important reason for the absence of bridges on the
first annular region radial I can be suggested. Other than the difference in
the microscopic structure of the contact line, the difference in velocities of
the receding motion over the subsequent radial areas is markedly different.
In case of the 1µl droplets, the time span to dewet radial I is of the order of
3s, while it takes close to 10s to dewet radial II.

Returning to the large droplet, the timescales for dewetting of radial I be-
ing close to 10s, i.e. approximately 3 times larger than for the small drop-
lets, can be explained by the fact that in the 1µl case the droplet recedes
exclusively in the direction parallel to the stripes, while a large part of the
5µl droplet recedes across the stripes.

As mentioned, the time it takes to dewet radial II is almost eight times
longer than that of radial I. This is most likely due to the discontinuous
receding motion of the contact line and bridge formation (Figs. 5.2 (g-h)
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Figure 5.5: Motion of a 1µ l glycerol droplet over a radially patterned surface. The
pattern is identical as that used in Fig. 5.2 for the 5µ l droplet. More specifically, the
diameter of the central PFDTS circle amounts to 1.4mm; the two annular regions
have α = 0.5 (radial I) and α = 0.25 (radial II), while their width (length in the
radial direction) amounts to 1mm each. The unsharp edge of the droplet in the
first four images is caused by the relatively high contact line velocity in relation to
the shutter speed.

and Figs. 5.5 (h-l)). As shown, the receding droplet edge depins inhomo-
geneously from the chemically defined border between radial I and radial
II, creating necklace-like structures. Generally dewetting of radial II starts
at edges of droplets and finally reaches the central region. Subsequently,
liquid bridges as described in the previous section are remaining, while
the contact line in the regions between the bridges recedes over the whole
extent of radial II. To enable assessment of the timescale for the liquid to
recede over radial II, we choose to define the duration of the receding mo-
tion to start once the last receding part becomes depinned from the border
until the droplet completely dewet the regions between the bridges.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Experimentally observed dewetting velocities for 1µ l glycerol drop-
lets over the radially patterned surfaces. The α-values are presented in decreasing
order to match the way they appear in the patterns. For both patterns the moment
of depinning is taken once the contact line completely leaves the border. The mo-
ment of depinning is defined within three frames, corresponding to an error of
0.3s. The error bars for velocities on radial II are not discernable due to the large
timescale. (b) Average velocity of the receding contact line over radial I as a func-
tion of the difference in α-values between radial I and radial II. Here the effect of
radial length of the pattern is considered.

5.4.3 Surface energy dependence of the receding motion

To enable a comparison of the difference in timescales of dewetting of
various patterns with different surface energies represented by various α-
values for radial I and radial II, in Fig. 5.6 we plot the average velocities
of the contact line as determined from the top-view movies. Presenting
experimental data as a function of α has the advantage that patterns with
variable lengths for radial I and radial II, as well as different combinations
of ∆α = αI −αII can be shown in a single plot.

The data in Fig. 5.6 (a) shows that the receding velocities for the radial
I to exhibit similar values for different α , but the scatter is large. A veloc-
ity increase for larger α values can be discerned for radial II, similarly to
the linear patterns, but more experimental data is required for confirma-
tion and identification of the specific trend. Moreover, for all patterns a
marked difference in velocities over radial I and radial II is typically ob-
served. However, in case of linear patterns the difference in receding ve-
locities between subsequent patterns is observed to be smaller: typically
velocities have comparable values or sometimes a difference of a factor 1.5.
The reason for the less marked difference arises from the fact that the reced-
ing motion from the last linear pattern onto the unpatterned SiO2 occurs on
a shorter timescales. The discrepancies between radial and linear patterns
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5. MOTION ON RADIAL PATTERNS

with similar values for α and length can be ascribed to the presence of the
bridges, which substantially slow down the dewetting processes over the
patterns.

To study if the influence of the pattern length as well as variation of
the α-value for radial II has influence on receding motion over radial I,
in Fig. 5.6 (b) we plot the average velocity of the receding contact line as
a function of ∆α = αI −αII. Two studied pattern lengths are indicated by
different symbols. For both pattern lengths (1000µm and 700µm ), the re-
sults show an increase of the velocity for larger differences ∆α between the
two radial regions. Such an increase is in agreement with expectations, as a
larger ∆α implies a larger difference in surface energies, ultimately leading
to the faster movement of the droplet to the more favourable areas on the
surface: similar trend is observed for linear patterns.

However, it is hard to draw conclusions concerning the influence of the
pattern length on the velocities, as experimental data exhibits a lot of scat-
ter. The present results on a limited number of patterns, indicate that the
velocities are higher for patterns with 1000µm radial pattern length. An
inverse trend is observed for linear patterns in Chapter 4. To account for
these discrepancies quantitative studies are to be carried out on patterns
with improved designs where the direction of the droplet motion is more
controllable and high-speed camera based studies should be performed.

5.5 Conclusions

In summary, the qualitative description of glycerol droplet motion over
radially patterned, chemically functionalized surfaces has been presented.
The patterns considered in this Chapter are created by a hydrophobic PFDTS
circle in the centre of the pattern design and surrounding it with annular
striped regions consisting of radially oriented stripes of alternating wet-
tabilities, i.e. hydrophilic and hydrophobic. The anisotropic surface pat-
terning creates a preferential direction for droplet motion away from the
hydrophobic center circle onto the hydrophilic unpatterned SiO2. The rel-
ative widths of the stripes (in the micrometer range) are varied to study
droplet behaviour on patterns with variable macroscopic surface energies.
The experimental results are compared with previous observations on lin-
ear patterns on which quantitative studies were carried out. Similarities
as well as differences between the radial and linear patterns are described
and discussed. Comparing the receding velocities, we find that overall the
motion over radial patterns is slower as compared to that over the linear
design, which is most likely due to the smaller extent of confinement im-
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posed on the shape of the droplets by the radial patterns. Furthermore,
specific features observed on radial patterns, such as liquid bridges and
residual liquid layers on individual hydrophilic stripes that remain after
the droplet has receded over the pattern, are discussed to identify their
origin and with the distant goal to avoid their formation in future pattern
designs.
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6
Metastable droplets on

shallow-grooved hydrophobic
surfaces

The equilibrium shapes of water droplets on shallow-grooved hydrophobic sur-
faces are studied experimentally. The dependence of the two final states, notably
metastable Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel, on the underlying geometric pattern is anal-
ysed and discussed. Surprisingly, in contrast to theoretical expectations, a sig-
nificant portion of the droplets are in Cassie-Baxter state. The anisotropy of the
patterns, defined by the relative groove and ridge widths, allows studying the in-
fluence of different mechanisms of spreading in orthogonal directions on the final
shape of the droplets. The validity of the Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel models in
case of anisotropic surfaces is investigated, comparing the experimental data with
theoretical predictions in the two respective regimes. The influence of varying
ridge widths for fixed groove widths on the final state adopted by the droplets, i.e.
Cassie-Baxter or Wenzel, is discussed.
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6.1 Introduction

The behaviour of liquids on surfaces, which have been modified in a con-
trolled way both structurally and chemically, is of great interest from a
theoretical as well as a practical point of view. Of particular interest are
studies on “Lotus leaf” or superhydrophobic surfaces, on which a liquid
will have large contact angles (CAs), and roll off easily making them ex-
hibit self-cleaning properties [23, 26, 101]. The range of applications for
these superhydrophobic surfaces extends from car windows to microflu-
idics. This in turn explains the amount of research dedicated to designing
robust Lotus surfaces as well as studying the behaviour of liquid droplets
they support. Despite the vast amount of work being carried out in this
field of research, numerous questions remain unanswered regarding the
influence of particular surface structures on the equilibrium shape as well
as, especially, dynamic behaviour of liquid drops.

Summarizing the experimental and theoretical research until now, on hy-
drophobic rough surfaces (θSt > 90◦) the liquid droplet can end up in two
distinct equilibrium states: (i) the Wenzel state, in which all asperities are
filled with liquid or (ii) the ‘fakir’ or Cassie-Baxter state, in which air pock-
ets are trapped in the structures beneath the droplet. Both states effectively
increase the apparent CA as denoted by θW or θCB, respectively, for the two
aforementioned states. However, for the so-called Lotus effect, the ’fakir’
state is required.

When a liquid fills all of the underlying structural features, there is a
complete wetting of the liquid-solid interface. This leads to an increase of
the total wetted area with respect to the flat surface. In this case the Wenzel
equation [102] is used to estimate the apparent macroscopic CA θW:

cosθW = r cosθSt (6.1)

where r is the roughness factor, defined as the ratio of the actually wetted
surface to the projected flat area under the droplet; r is always greater than
1. The angle θSt corresponds to the Youngs CA the liquid assumes on same
smooth, chemically homogeneous surface.

In the Cassie-Baxter or ’fakir’ state, the droplet rests on the tops of sur-
face asperities, trapping pockets of air within the structure. The Cassie-
Baxter equation [38] is used to estimate the apparent macroscopic CA θCB

for a droplet on a composite surface consisting of air and a hydrophobic
solid:

cosθCB = fs(cosθSt +1)−1 (6.2)
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Here fs represents the fraction of the liquid interface that is in contact with
the solid as compared to the projected surface area [103].

In a number of studies dealing with morphologically structured, hy-
drophobic surfaces, the Cassie-Baxter state appears to have a higher en-
ergy as compared to the Wenzel state. In other words, complete wetting of
the surface structures corresponds to a situation of thermodynamic equi-
librium. Nevertheless, the metastable Cassie-Baxter state is frequently ob-
served on these surfaces due to the fact that the droplets are deposited from
the top, effectively experiencing a local energy minimum [104–106]. The
presence of an activation energy between metastable and thermodynamic
equilibrium situations gives rise to droplets residing in the Cassie-Baxter
state without spontaneous decay into the energetically more favourable
Wenzel state. To gain insight in the transition mechanism, complete wet-
ting of the structures can be induced by an increase of the Laplace pres-
sure for example arising from evaporation [107, 108], by application of
an electric voltage [109], or vibrations [110]. Though various approaches,
supported by experimental data, have been suggested to model the transi-
tion [111–117], the exact mechanism remains elusive.

The aforementioned studies of the relative stability of the Cassie-Baxter
and Wenzel states, as well as the transition from one state to the other,
are typically performed on well-defined, isotropically structured surfaces.
Highly appealing are surfaces with an anisotropic pattern that favours
spreading of liquid in certain directions and hindering spreading in other
directions. This generally leads to static droplet shapes deviating from
spherical ones. Understanding of droplet dynamics on such surfaces is of
considerable interest both from a theoretical as well as an application point
of view [44]. Anisotropic surfaces are abundant in nature [118, 119]; their
artificial equivalents with controlled structures can be used to study the
occurrence of both states as well as their interdependence. Nevertheless,
such studies prove to be rare owing to the difficulty to analyze the direc-
tional wetting characteristics. Consequently, the range of applicability of
Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel equations in case of anisotropic surfaces remains
an open question. The most often investigated anisotropic surfaces consist
of parallel grooves, being attractive for their relative simplicity in mod-
elling the results and the wide range of possible applications. The studies
are typically carried out either for complete wetting, i.e. systems in the
Wenzel state [29, 120, 121] or for liquid droplets suspended on top of the
grooves, i.e. the Cassie-Baxter state [122].

In this chapter we present an experimental investigation into the be-
haviour of liquid droplets on shallow groove-patterned hydrophobic sur-
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faces. Calculations to estimate the relative stability of the Cassie-Baxter and
Wenzel states using actual geometric parameters reveal that for all surfaces
the equilibrium situation corresponds to the Wenzel regime. Nevertheless,
we observe systematically that droplet adopt either Cassie-Baxter or Wen-
zel states depending on the underlying pattern. Furthermore, the influence
of the anisotropic pattern on the final shape and macroscopic CAs are stud-
ied for both regimes and compared to what is expected on the basis of the
aforementioned models.

6.2 Experimental details

6.2.1 Surface preparation

We prepare our surfaces using standard clean room methods as schemat-
ically shown in Fig. 6.1. First, the oxide layer is removed from the Si
wafers to assure an identical thickness of native oxide, therewith provid-
ing better homogeneity between different batches of wafers. Next, freshly
cleaned wafers are spin-coated with positive photoresist. Subsequently,
the photoresist is soft-baked and the pattern is transferred via standard
optical lithography (Fig. 6.1 (a)). Once the exposed photoresist is washed-
off, the remaining photoresist is baked. The exposed Si regions are etched
by reactive ion etching (RIE) [123]. Anisotropic etching is used to create
well-defined profiles of grooves of 2µm deep (Fig. 6.1 (b)). After remov-
ing the photoresist, the depth and the homogeneity of the etching at dif-
ferent places on wafers are assessed using a profilometer (Veeco Dektak
8). Finally, the wafers are thoroughly cleaned in nitric acid to prepare for
hydrophobization of the surface with a self-assembled monolayer (SAM)
of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (PFDTS, 97%, ABCR, Ger-
many) (Fig. 6.1 (c)).

The assembly of molecules creates a densely packed thin layer with a
height in the order of one nm, on which water has a static CA θSt = 110◦.
On our experimental surfaces we measured static CA θSt = 109◦ (averaged
over 8 independent measurements on flat parts of the wafer), confirming
the good quality of our SAMs. Vapour deposition of the PFDTS molecules
is done in a degassed chamber that is exposed in successive turns to PFDTS
and water reservoirs to introduce the respective vapours, initiating the re-
action on the wafer surface. Using a controlled environment ensures good
quality and reproducibility of the SAMs [34].
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the different surface preparation steps. (a)
A photoresist layer on the Si wafer is exposed to light through a mask. Parts of
the positive photoresist that are exposed to the light will be washed away, there-
with creating a pattern on the surface. (b) Parts of the wafer that are not pro-
tected by photoresist will be removed by reactive ion etching (RIE) [123]. (c) After
removal of the photoresist, a self-assembled monolayer of PFDTS is deposited.
Wafers are placed in a glass chamber that is degassed below 50 mbar (vapour
pressure of PFDTS). Subsequent steps are: (i) the chamber is connected to a reser-
voir containing liquid molecules, introducing PFDTS; (ii) the chamber containing
PFDTS vapour is connected to a water reservoir, introducing water vapour, initi-
ating silanization on the surface of the wafers [34].

6.2.2 Droplet deposition

Droplet deposition and characterization, including measurements of CAs,
is done using an OCA 15+ apparatus (DataPhysics, Germany). The equip-
ment enables determination of CAs with an accuracy of 0.5◦. Droplets are
created using a computer-controlled syringe. The liquid used is high pu-
rity water (from a Millipore Simplicity 185 system). For all droplets the
volume is fixed at 1µl.

Deposition of droplets for part of the patterns (the relatively more hy-
drophilic substrates) is achieved by gentle lowering of a syringe with a
suspended droplet until it contacts the surface. The droplet spreads on
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the surface while still remaining attached to the needle. The detachment
from the needle is induced by manual retraction of the syringe. Due to the
relatively small volume of droplets in our experiments, the gravitational
influence can be neglected.

For other patterns (relatively more hydrophobic), gentle lowering of the
syringe will give rise to spreading of the droplet due to the pressure ap-
plied by the needle. However, when the needle is retracted the droplet
remains attached to the needle and detaches from the surface. In these
cases, the deposition was done by dropping droplets from a low height.

An additional camera is mounted above the substrate to assess the final
shape of the droplets. Using the reflected light, it is possible to see through
the droplet and view the liquid interface with the solid; the droplet effec-
tively works as a magnifying glass. This property can be used to confirm
the final state of the droplet as the light reflects differently from water-
solid and water-air interfaces; typical examples are presented in Fig. 6.2
and Fig. 6.6. In the Cassie-Baxter state (Fig. 6.2 (a) and Fig. 6.6 (a)) the air-
liquid interfaces suspended above the grooves appear to be bright due to
light scattering as compared to the dark liquid-solid interfaces of the con-
tact regions. In the Wenzel state (Fig. 6.2 (b), and Fig. 6.6 (b)) the wetted
area appears to have a more uniform colour as the grooves are filled with
liquid; the grooves appear to have a slightly darker shade as less light re-
flects from the sides of the grooves.

6.3 Results

Depending on the ridge width, while keeping the groove width constant,
the droplets end up in different static situations: either the Cassie-Baxter
or Wenzel states are adopted. As a general rule, for patterns with ridge
widths smaller or equal to the width of the grooves, the final state adopted
by the droplets is the Cassie-Baxter regime. As the ridge width becomes
larger than the groove width, droplets end up in the Wenzel state.

An example of a droplet in the Cassie-Baxter state is presented in (Fig. ??

(a)). The droplet has a spherical shape, reflecting little influence from the
underlying anisotropic pattern. Indeed, the side-view images show that
CAs (θ‖ and θ⊥) and diameters both perpendicular and parallel to the
grooves (N, resp. P) have similar values.

The second set of photos (Fig. 6.2 (b)) shows the droplet in the Wenzel
state. From the top-view, the elongation in the direction of the grooves can
be observed, similarly to what was previously described for chemically
patterned surfaces [44, 85]. The side view photos show the difference in
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Figure 6.2: Water droplets on grooved surfaces, showing top-view images of the
final droplet shape on two surfaces with identical groove width but different ridge
width. At the top a schematic representation of our experimental surfaces is
shown, defining relevant parameters a and b. (a) Droplet in the Cassie-Baxter
state residing on a pattern with groove and ridge widths of 9µm and 6µm, re-
spectively. The bright-yellow lines correspond to the empty grooves, while dark
stripes correspond to ridges. The dimensions seen through the droplet (which
acts as a lens) appear larger; this magnification is even more obvious in case of
the Wenzel state. (b) Droplet in the Wenzel state for groove and ridge widths of
9µm and 36µm, respectively. The brightness contrast is limited due to the shallow
groove depth (h = 2µm). The ridge edges appear darker due to scattering of light
there. At the bottom, side-view images of the droplets reveal the directionally de-
pendent CAs (θ‖ and θ⊥) as well as the diameter of the wetted area in directions
perpendicular and parallel (left and right, N and P, respectively, as shown in the
schematic drawings) to the grooves.
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Figure 6.3: Experimental static water CAs measured in the direction parallel to
the grooves (θ‖). All patterns have a groove depth of h = 2µm. (a) Variation of θ‖
as a function of ridge width for patterns with groove width b = 9µm. Solid lines
represent theoretical curves for θCB (black line) and θW (gray line). The vertical
dotted line indicates the separation between ridge values corresponding to the
Cassie-Baxter state (a < 9µm) and the Wenzel state (a > 12µm). (b) θ‖ for all ridge
widths studied, plotted as a function of groove width. For every groove width
studied, the trend presented in (a) is observed, i.e. patterns with a ridge width
smaller than the groove width are in the top part of the plot. Going from top to
bottom in each column, the ridge width increases and consequently θ‖ decreases.
The triangles indicate whether droplets are in the Cassie-Baxter (up triangle) or
Wenzel (down triangle) state. The dashed and solid lines are discussed in the text.

CAs (θ‖ and θ⊥) and diameter lengths of the wetted area in orthogonal
directions. The θ⊥ and N appear to have similar values to those of the
droplet in the Cassie-Baxter state (compare Fig. 6.2 (a)). However, the θ‖

have markedly smaller values, and the length P is larger as for the droplet
in the Cassie-Baxter state.

6.3.1 Droplet spreading parallel to the grooves

In Fig. 6.3 the CAs measured in the direction parallel to the grooves (θ‖)
are presented. To illustrate the general trend, in Fig. 6.3 (a) θ‖ for a set of
patterns having the same groove width of 9µm are plotted. As the plot
reveals, θ‖ is maximum for the smallest ridge width of 3µm; CA values de-
crease as the ridge width becomes larger. A similar trend for θ‖ is observed
for all groove widths we investigated. The two final states observed are
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separated by the dotted line: the line is arbitrarily placed between two ex-
perimentally studied ridge widths to indicate where the transition takes
place. Furthermore, the θ‖ values can be compared to the isotropic θCB and
θW calculated by inserting our experimental parameters into eq. 6.1 and
eq. 6.2. As observed in the plot, the θCB values agree fairly well with the
trend of the θ‖ for droplets suspended on the top of the ridges, though the-
oretical values are slightly higher. In the Wenzel regime, the values of θW

are in better agreement with the θ‖ despite the fact that we are still dealing
with anisotropy for which eq. 6.1 is in principle not valid.

The static θ‖ values for all patterns included in this study are plotted
in Fig. 6.3 (b). The groove width is presented on the x-axis: each vertical
column of data points corresponds to a single value for the groove width
while the ridge widths are varied, enabling us to present all data in one sin-
gle graph. The dotted line indicates the separation between two regions:
in the upper part of the graph the droplets are in the Cassie-Baxter state,
while in the lower part they are in the Wenzel regime. The distinct sepa-
ration between the two regimes suggests a systematic dependence on the
underlying pattern and allows us to use existing equations to account for
the results.

In Fig. 6.4 (a,b) we plot θ‖ as a function of scaling parameters characteris-
tic for each regime. We use the solid fraction fs = a/(a+b) to plot the data
for Cassie-Baxter state, while in the Wenzel state the groove-to-ridge ra-
tio b/a is employed following Patankar’s suggestion [112]. Although there
is no rigorous theoretical background for using the groove-to-ridge ratio
as scaling parameter, trends exhibited by experimental data are most pro-
nounced when the ratio b/a is employed. Equally, theoretical θCB and θW

values are plotted, which have been calculated assuming a circular shape
of the contact area.

In the Cassie-Baxter regime (Fig. 6.4 (a)) the θ‖ values appear to scale
to a single line as a function of the solid fraction fs, following the trend
predicted by eq. 6.2. Such behavior can be seen as a supplementary confir-
mation of the regime the droplets are in. The systematically lower experi-
mental values may be due to a slight elongation of the wetted area in the
direction of the grooves, resulting in aspect ratios AR = P/N (defined as the
ratio of length P and width N; see Fig. 6.2) between 1.2 and 1.4 (see Fig. 6.4
(c)). Another reason for observing smaller θ‖ values may arise from the
way the droplets are deposited on the surface. Previously, it has been ob-
served that releasing droplets from a small altitude leads to lower contact
angles due to the kinetic effects [105].

In the Wenzel regime (Fig. 6.4 (b)), the θ‖ values appear to scale as a func-
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Figure 6.4: Top panels show experimental θ‖ values of the droplets. (a) θ‖ in
the Cassie-Baxter regime as a function of solid fraction fs ( fs = a/(a+ b)). The
theoretical θCB is given by the solid line. (b) θ‖ in the Wenzel regime as a function
of groove-to-ridge ratio b/a. Theoretical θW values are represented by the black
dots. Multiple calculated CA values for a single b/a ratio are due to roughness
definition r = (a+b+2h)/(a+b) depending on absolute widths of grooves. In our
experiments, several groove/ridge combinations correspond to a single b/a ratio
and give slightly different r values. We choose to plot θW as function of b/a ratio
and not the scaling parameter of the Wenzel regime, i.e. roughness r, as plotting
CAs versus roughness does not exhibit a clear trend. Droplet aspect ratios are
shown in the bottom panels for the Cassie-Baxter (c) and Wenzel (d) regimes.

tion of the groove-to-ridge ratio b/a. Despite the fact that the roughness r
is a scaling parameter for the Wenzel regime, using it for plotting masks
the trend observed in the experimental data. Both θ‖ and θW values in-
crease with b/a ratio, though the trends are different. For θ‖, the patterns
with low b/a ratios exhibit the lowest CAs with values similar to the θSt on
the flat surface. As the b/a ratio, and thus the number of grooves under
the droplet increases, so does θ‖, until it reaches a maximum value of 120◦.
The trend predicted by the Wenzel equation (eq. 6.1), shown by the black
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dots in Fig. 6.4 (b), also exhibits a rise of θW with b/a, but less pronounced
as compared to the experimental data. The reason for the relatively small
variation of calculated θW-values lies in the shallow depth of the grooves
(2µm). For ratios b/a below approximately 0.3, i.e. patterns having large
ridge widths compared to the grooves, the θ‖ are smaller than θW. For the
b/a ratio around 0.5, theory and experiment exhibit similar values. Once
the ratios exceed 0.6, i.e. when the ridge width approaches the groove
width, the calculated θW values are smaller than θ‖.

Furthermore, the values of θ‖ measured in the Wenzel regime for b/a >
0.6 are similar to those exhibited in the Cassie-Baxter regime for solid frac-
tions fs between 0.6 and 0.7, corresponding to situations in which the ridge
is slightly larger than the groove, as can be seen from Fig. 6.4 (a). Such
elevated θ‖ values in the Wenzel regime may be explained based on the
observation that, despite the deposition of droplets via gentle lowering
(characteristic of liquid filling the underlying structures), they tend first
to reside for a short period of time in the partial Cassie-Baxter state (see
also Fig. 6.6). Spontaneous collapse into the energetically more favorable
Wenzel state always occurs within seconds. More details pertaining to the
kinetics of droplet deposition are presently under investigation and are
considered beyond the scope of this chapter.

To study the influence of the anisotropic pattern on the final shape and to
quantify the distortion from a spherical shape, the aspect ratios for droplets
in both regimes are plotted in Fig. 6.4 (c) and Fig. 6.4 (d). To identify trends
in the experimental data, the AR values are plotted as a function of groove-
to-ridge ratio b/a in the Wenzel regime, while in the Cassie-Baxter regime
the solid fraction fs is used to present the data.

In the Cassie-Baxter regime, the final shape of the droplets shows a rela-
tively small deviation from a spherical geometry due to the underlying ani-
sotropic pattern. For small fs, i.e. when the droplet is primarily suspended
over the air pockets between the ridges, the final shape is almost spheri-
cal, showing only a very slight elongation in the direction of the grooves
(AR ≈ 1). As the solid part in contact with the droplet increases, the influ-
ence of the pattern on the final shape becomes more pronounced as the AR
increases to reach values of 1.4 for fs > 0.5. Furthermore, both diameters
parallel P and perpendicular N to the grooves become larger as fs increases.

The highest experimental AR values are observed in the Wenzel regime,
reaching maximum values of approximately 1.6 (Fig. 6.4 (d)). Considering
that the θ‖ values for these substrates are nearly equal to those on a flat
surface (Fig. 6.4 (b)), it seems that the elongation cancels an increase of θ‖

due to the grooves beneath the droplet. As the groove-to-ridge ratio b/a
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Figure 6.5: (Color online) Top panels show experimental θ⊥ values of the droplets.
(a) θ⊥ in the Cassie-Baxter regime as a function of solid fraction fs ( fs = a/(a+b))).
Theoretical θCB is plotted as solid line to show that only part of the data seems
to follow the model predictions. (b) θ⊥ in the Wenzel regime as a function of
groove-to-ridge ratio b/a. The values scatter around 137.6◦ for all patterns stud-
ied. Bottom panels show the evolution of the wetted area diameter measured
perpendicular to the stripes N for the Cassie-Baxter (c) and Wenzel (d) regimes.

increases, the AR decreases to finally scatter around 1.4. Interestingly, all
droplets in Wenzel regime have N values scattering around 0.85mm; the
observed trend for AR is governed solely by the variation of the droplet
length P (see Fig. 6.5).

6.3.2 Droplet spreading perpendicular to the grooves

The θ⊥ and N trends allow a better assessment of equilibrium shapes. Other
than presenting a very different behavior compared to the results in the di-
rection parallel to the grooves, they provide a more profound indication of
similarities between the regimes (in the case of fs > 0.5 and b/a > 0.5). In
Fig. 6.5 the apparent macroscopic CAs θ⊥ in the direction perpendicular to
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the grooves (Fig. 6.5 (a, b)) and the diameter N of the wetted area (Fig. 6.5
(c, d)) are plotted as a function of fs (Cassie-Baxter regime) and b/a ratio
(Wenzel regime).

In the Wenzel regime θ⊥ (Fig. 6.5 (b)) scatters around a mean value of
137.6◦ for all patterns considered in this work; equally, the droplet diame-
ters N scatter around 0.85 mm (Fig. 6.5 (d)). Such independence of the final
dimensions on the underlying pattern, especially for large b/a ratio, would
suggest a similar spreading mechanism close to reaching the static shape.
As mentioned previously, for b/a > 0.5 parts of the droplet remain sus-
pended and the grooves are filled within seconds after deposition. Given
the same CA and N values, it would mean that the filled or empty state of
the grooves away from the border of the droplet has little influence on the
static values in the direction perpendicular to the grooves.

In the Cassie-Baxter regime (Fig. 6.5 (a,c)) for fs < 0.5, the θ⊥ decrease
as fs increases as well as exhibits values, which are similar to θ‖; this is
to be expected since the droplets have a spherical geometry with low AR
values close to 1.2 (see Fig. 6.4 (a,c)). The diameter N of the wetted area
also becomes larger as fs increases in agreement with the variation of CA
values. In short, for fs < 0.5 the behavior expected for droplets in Cassie-
Baxter regime is observed.

Moreover, such limited influence of the underlying pattern with small fs

on the final shape in case of the Cassie-Baxter final state is of interest by it-
self. Previously reported spherically shaped droplets on anisotropic micro-
scaled [118] or grooved [124] surfaces are attributed to high roughness of
surfaces on both microscopic and nanoscopic scales, which is not the case
for our experimental surfaces. For droplets suspended on the smooth ridge
tops, the distortion of the contact area that follows the underlying structure
is observed. [84, 122] Moreover, the suspended state appears to be stable
and the spontaneous transition into the energetically more favorable Wen-
zel state does not take place. Given the shallowness of the structures, the
stability may be attributed to the pinning of the contact line on the edges
of the ridges. [125]

However, for fs > 0.5 the values do not show any dependence on the
underlying pattern: θ⊥ scatters around a value of 137.6◦ and N scatters
around 0.85 mm. The same behavior as well as similar values are observed
for the droplets in the Wenzel regime. Studying of the top view images
of droplets reveals no filled grooves at the regions close to the edge of the
droplets. Comparing experimental results for different groove widths re-
veals identical values of θ⊥ and N once the ridge width exceeds 8µm, sug-
gesting that the width of the grooves has very limited or no influence at
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all. Moreover, combined with the similarity to the results for droplets in
the Wenzel regime on patterns with b/a > 0.5, where the grooves near the
edge of the droplet are filled, it can be reasoned that the filled or empty
state of grooves is not the parameter that influences the static shape in this
case.

6.4 Discussion

In the previous section we have described our observations pertaining to
droplets on morphologically stripe-patterned surfaces. Depending on the
relative ridge and groove widths, droplets either adopt the Cassie-Baxter or
Wenzel state. In this section we first discuss the observations in relation to
energetic considerations. Next, we focus on the main issue of the present
chapter, i.e. the transition from the metastable Cassie-Baxter to Wenzel
state as a function of ridge width.

6.4.1 Final state of droplets: theoretical predictions

As described in the introduction, on low surface energy substrates in which
liquid has the static CAs θSt > 90◦ generally two states are observed when
the surface exhibits roughness: Wenzel or Cassie-Baxter state. Using en-
ergy arguments, one can calculate the apparent CAs in both regimes for
a given rough surface. Direct comparison of the calculated θCB and θW

for a given surface allows evaluation of the relative stability of the two
states: the regime exhibiting a smaller macroscopic apparent CA corre-
sponds to a lower energy state and should be preferentially adopted by the
liquid. Plotting the cosines of both θCB and θW as a function of substrate
roughness presents a simple way to identify whether either the Cassie-
Baxter or the Wenzel state corresponds to the thermodynamic equilibrium
as well as give an indication of the energy barrier separating the two states.
Generally, if droplets end up in the ’fakir’ state on a surface where the
Wenzel regime is energetically more favorable, the droplets are said to
be in metastable Cassie-Baxter state. Furthermore, the intersection point
between the two regimes, corresponding to surface structures when both
states have the same energy, and consequently, the same apparent CA, can
be calculated.

A relatively simple way to predict apriori which state should be adopted
on a given hydrophobic structured surface was suggested by D. Quéré [104,
125]. If the roughness r and solid fraction fs are known, the critical CA θCr
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for a flat surface with similar properties can be calculated:

cosθCr =
1− fs

r− fs
(6.3)

Comparing our experimental θSt with calculated θCr estimates which of
the two is more likely to be adopted. If θSt on the flat surface is smaller
than θCr (θSt < θCr), than the Wenzel state is energetically more favorable.
Otherwise, the Cassie-Baxter or ’fakir’ state corresponds to the situation
with minimum energy. In our case for grooved surfaces the roughness r is
given by [102]:

r =
a+b+2h

a+b
(6.4)

where h is the depth of the grooves, fixed to 2µm. Inserting this, together
with fs = a/(a+b), into 6.3, we obtain the following expression for θCr:

cosθCr =
−1

1+ 2h
b

(6.5)

We find that the critical angle is independent of the ridge width a but only
depends on the groove width b and the ridge height h. A similar depen-
dence solely on pitch width and height of the structures has been described
for other geometries. [105, 126, 127]

The resulting values for θCr are represented in Fig. 6.3 (b) by the solid
black line, changing from 120◦ for a groove width of 4µm to 138.6◦ for a
groove width of 12µm. On the unpatterned PFDTS treated silicon wafer we
measure the θSt = 109◦ what makes θSt < θCr for all studied patterns. Con-
sequently, the Cassie-Baxter state does not correspond to the minimum en-
ergy situation for all surfaces considered in our present work. Most likely,
the reason why we indeed observe this metastable state on a number of
patterns is related to the way the droplets are deposited on the surface, i.e.
by dropping them from a certain height [104, 105]. However, that does not
account for the Cassie-Baxter state stability on our experimental surfaces.

Further, the calculated θCr (Fig. 6.3 (b), solid line) for all groove widths
appear to follow a similar trend as, though are systematically larger than
the border region between patterns on which the metastable Cassie-Baxter
state is observed and patterns where droplets are in the Wenzel state. More-
over, calculations for the critical θCr agree well with the experimentally ob-
served transition from one regime to the other when the height-to-groove
width ratio in the denominator in eq. 6.5 is multiplied by a factor of 2
(Fig. 6.3 (b), gray dashed line). This correction holds for all experimental
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Figure 6.6: Snapshots of droplets observed on surfaces with (a) fs = 0.5 (Cassie-
Baxter regime) and (b) b/a = 0.75 (Wenzel regime). In both regimes the droplets
appear to have almost spherical shapes irrespective of the way the droplets were
deposited on the surface.

sets studied, though the origin of this multiplication factor is unclear. Sum-
marizing, the aforementioned model, which has been nicely described by
Bico et al. [111] seems to be in qualitative agreement with our observations;
why this is the case for our anisotropic grooved surfaces is unclear.

6.4.2 Transition from metastable Cassie-Baxter to stable Wenzel

Returning to the data presented in Fig. 6.5, on a fraction of the patterns
where the groove and ridge widths are equal or very close (i.e. in the case
of fs > 0.5 and b/a > 0.5), both states seem to exhibit similar values for
the CAs and diameters of the wetted area. As an illustration in Fig. 6.6
two snapshots are shown of droplets, one being mostly suspended on the
grooves (Fig. 6.6 (a)) while another almost completely filling the underly-
ing structures (Fig. 6.6 (b)). The droplets ending up in the Wenzel state are
initially in a partial Cassie-Baxter state leaving various amount of grooves
under the droplet not filled, but almost immediately collapse into the Wen-
zel state. The same happens if the droplets are dropped from a low height.

It appears that the patterns considered here are near the critical point
where both states have the same energies, and, supposedly, the transition
between states occurs. On the patterns where the Cassie-Baxter state is
observed, the energy barrier is just high enough to hinder the transition,
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while for the other patterns the transition barrier to the Wenzel state is low,
allowing the droplets to go easily into the energetically more favorable sit-
uation from the metastable suspended state they are deposited in. More-
over, theoretically estimated critical points between filled and suspended
states do not correlate with the experimentally observed transition, which
possibly is the result of the anisotropy of the patterns.

To understand the liquid behaviour on these patterns near the critical
point, we can use the existing knowledge of contact line advancing in both
regimes. Summarizing, in case of the Wenzel state, prior to filling of the
next groove the advancing CA condition at the edge of the ridge has to
be met. Once the dynamic CA at the edge reaches a value lower than the
advancing CA, the droplet remains pinned and spreading in the direction
perpendicular to grooves stops [29, 41]. In the Cassie-Baxter state, the ad-
vancing edge of the droplet ’falls’ until it reaches the top of the neighboring
ridge at the location corresponding to the area with the largest curvature
of the droplet. Subsequently, it will advance over this next ridge if the con-
dition of the advancing CA for a flat surface is met [114]. In both cases, the
contact line will be pinned on the edge of the ridge before the next groove
is bridged.

Assuming that both suspended and filled states have very similar ener-
gies, and consequently, exhibit similar values for macroscopic θCB or θW

values, it is safe to suppose that the microscopic dynamic angles reach val-
ues prohibiting further advancing for similar macroscopic lengths. How-
ever, the width of the ridge should be large enough (in our case > 8µm), for
similar N and θ⊥ in both regimes irrespective of the last groove ’bridged’
by the droplet being filled with liquid or whether the droplet remains sus-
pended above it.

Considering the similar values for P and θ‖ observed on these surfaces
(Fig. 6.4), the explanation most likely lies in the fact that droplets in the
Wenzel state have not achieved their minimum energy shape. In the sus-
pended state, the advancing contact line advances over the composite sur-
face of air and hydrophobic solid, encountering a low energy barrier, re-
sulting in static θ‖ values close to the ones predicted by Cassie-Baxter equa-
tion. For the filled state, the complete filling of the underlying structures
occurs at later stages, the first shape being to a certain degree defined by
spreading over the composite surface. Once the entire transition to the
Wenzel state has taken place, it is possible that the microscopic conditions
for the advancing CA are no longer fulfilled and further filling of grooves
to achieve a lower macroscopic apparent CA is not possible. That would
explain the experimental θ‖ exhibiting larger values as compared to the
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ones estimated by the Wenzel equation.

6.5 Conclusions

We have studied the equilibrium droplet behavior on anisotropic shallow
grooved surfaces. The groove geometry creates two orthogonal spreading
directions with different properties, resulting in elongated droplets with
directionally dependent properties. From the experimental results, we find
that two states are reproducibly observed on the studied anisotropic sur-
faces: (i) metastable Cassie-Baxter and (ii) Wenzel states, the latter corre-
sponding to the thermodynamic equilibrium on our surfaces. Comparison
between experimental θ‖ and θCB and θW predicted by theoretical equa-
tions reveals a similar trend but systematically lower values for droplets in
the Cassie-Baxter regime. In the Wenzel regime, there is no agreement in
trend. The elongation in the direction of the grooves is more pronounced
for the Wenzel regime, while in the Cassie-Baxter regime the influence of
the underlying pattern on the deviation of the droplet shape from a spher-
ical geometry is much less pronounced. The energy barrier between the
suspended state as compared to a complete filling of the underlying struc-
tures is low on a fraction of patterns, resulting in spontaneous transition
from the Cassie-Baxter to the Wenzel state. Moreover, elevated values for
θ‖ in the Wenzel state are observed. Finally, calculating the stability con-
dition for both thermodynamically stable Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel states
on surfaces with well-defined structures, we find that calculated θCr val-
ues seem to agree with the transition trend between patterns observed for
apparent θCB and θW.
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Summary

About 71% of the surface of our planet is covered with water. Our life de-
pends on the presence of water; we can find it all around us. Understand-
ing of the laws that govern the behaviour of liquids is one of the greatest
challenges in science. The investigation of the wetting phenomena, i.e.how
liquids interact with underlying substrates, is a branch of fluid physics of
great interest both from a fundamental as well as an applied points of view.
Predicting and modifying of the behaviour of liquids on solid surfaces is
important for our everyday life and for numerous industrial applications
ranging from food and pharmaceutical industries to automobile manufac-
turing.

Both smooth and rough, chemically homogeneous and heterogeneous
surfaces all influence the spreading of liquid in different ways. In prac-
tice, primarily rough chemically heterogeneous surfaces are encountered.
Frequently, the surface structures are isotropic, implying that the wetting
properties are the same in all directions. For isotropic wetting process, em-
pirical formulas as proposed by Wenzel or Cassie and Baxter are often used
to model the most probable liquid static wetting behaviour. As long as the
shape of the droplets is approximately spherical, the experimental results
are in most cases in good agreement with the models predictions.

A very interesting class of substrates, which are of great interest both
from a modelling as well as the application point of views, are anisotropi-
cally structured surfaces. These surfaces define a certain direction in which
wetting is favourable while inhibiting liquid motion in the others. As
an example we refer to the wings of a butterfly on which water droplets
can roll-off only away from the butterfly’s body. Another example are
rice leaves, where the roughly linear surface structure promotes droplets
rolling along the length of the leaf. From theoretical point of view, the diffi-
culty arises when one attempts to estimated the static shape of droplets on
anisotropic surfaces, as Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter formulas are generally
not applicable if the symmetry of liquid spreading is broken. Neverthe-
less, numerous of publications have appeared in which modified Wenzel
and Cassie-Baxter equations are proposed in order to take into account the
anisotropy of the underlying substrate. However, when these modified
formulas seem to work for the specific surfaces studied in a given publi-
cation, attempts to apply to other types of anisotropic structures generally
fail.
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As is clear from the discussion above, a systematic study of the static and
kinetic behaviour of liquid droplets on anisotropic surfaces should be per-
formed in order to gain a better understanding of the interdependence of
the static shape on the underlying structures. As a first step, in this thesis
we consider flat chemically patterned surfaces. In this work, the anisotro-
pic patterns chosen consist of stripes of alternating wettability. The stripes
are hydrophilic and hydrophobic for the liquids included in these studies.
On our type of anisotropic patterns two distinct orthogonal directions of
spreading with different properties are present. Specifically, advancing of
a liquid is facilitated in the direction parallel to the stripes, when in the di-
rection perpendicular to the stripes motion is opposed by regularly spaced
energy barriers created by the hydrophobic stripes. As a consequence of
these two modes of spreading, a static shape of droplets can typically be
approximated by a cylinder with two hemispherical caps.

However, when the relative widths of the stripes are varied or, the overall
macroscopic surface energy is changed, the static shape of the droplets is
altered. A systematic study of the variations of the static droplet geometry
as a function of the surface energy is presented in Chapter 2. Scaling of the
droplet lengths and the static contact angles for different liquids is demon-
strated as a function of the relative hydrophobicity of the surface, defined
by the ratio of hydrophobic and hydrophilic stripe widths. Furthermore,
the Cassie-Baxter equation reproduces correct values of the static contact
angles measured in the direction parallel to the stripes; the exact reason for
this still remains an open question.

To gain a better insight into the formation of the aforementioned asym-
metric droplets, in Chapter 3 we present a high-speed camera study of
droplets spreading on stripe-patterned surfaces. An unexpectedly long
initial spreading regime is observed, in which the footprint of the droplet
remains almost circular and the contact line motion is hardly influenced
by the underlying pattern. The experimental results reveal that 65%-90%
of the final shape is adopted before the pattern induced spreading occurs.
This fact may well be the origin for the scaling reported in Chapter 2. Fur-
thermore, quantitative data relating the velocity of the contact line to the
surface energy is extracted, enabling a comparative study of motion in or-
thogonal directions for different patterns.

In the chapters 4 and 5, the translational motion of a droplet over stripe-
patterned surfaces is studied. Using well-defined patterns which promote
contact line motion along the stripes while confining the advancement
perpendicular to the translation direction, it is expected that droplets can
move over larger distances as compared to chemically created isotropic
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gradients. In the pattern design, the results obtained in the two preceding
chapters are taken into account. To assure the motion will take place only
predominantly hydrophilic patterns were used during this study. How-
ever, the experimental results have shown that the range of surface ener-
gies to be employed can be enlarged.

In the chapter 4 the droplet motion is studied over linear patterns consist-
ing of consecutively placed rectangles made of parallel stripes with increas-
ing surface energy. Such a design is chosen as the droplets adopt the same
cylindrical shape during translation as studied in Chapter 2 and Chapter
3, allowing comparison with the previously obtained data. A well-defined
direction of the droplet motion allows using a high-speed camera. As a
result, four stages of motion are identified, and quantitative characteri-
sation of the velocities in the various stages as a function of the surface
energy is carried out. Furthermore, the accumulated data is discussed to
ultimately define guidelines for upcoming designs, depending on which
aspect of droplet motion should be emphasized.

In chapter 5 the motion of droplets over radially patterned surfaces is
discussed, where the droplet moves away from the centre of the pattern.
The radial designs are chosen in view of possible application as antiwetting
coatings on nozzle plates to remove unwanted ink wetting layers, which
interfere with the printing process. A first difference with linear patterns
is that due to the radial symmetry, it is difficult to predict the direction
in which the droplet will move. As a result, using high-speed, side-view
movies is not possible from an experimental point of view. Second, owing
to the considerably smaller confinement of the droplets in the tangential di-
rection, we find that the overall translational velocities are markedly lower.
Nevertheless, the motion on radial patterns bears similarities to the linear
patterns so the information obtained on linear patterns can be applied in
the description of the droplet motion. Furthermore, new features charac-
teristic to radial patterns, which are not observed on linear ones, such as so
called liquid “bridges” are identified and discussed.

Finally, in chapter 6 the influence on the droplet static shapes produced
by adding shallow structures to our anisotropic striped patterns is dis-
cussed. More specifically, the hydrophilic stripes as discussed in all preced-
ing chapters are replaced with 2µm deep grooves, suggesting that solely
the Wenzel state, i.e. with the liquid completely filling the underlying
structures, is to be expected. However, on a part of the patterns a metastable
Cassie-Baxter state, i.e. with the liquid suspended on the groove tops, is
observed. The dependence of the final state on the underlying structure,
including elongation in the direction parallel to the grooves, is studied as a
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function of groove width. Furthermore, we compare experimental results
with the theoretical predictions using available models. Using of calcula-
tions for isotropic structures with the same geometric parameters enables
a better quantification of the anisotropy induced distortion of the static
droplet shapes.
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Samenvatting

Ongeveer 71 % van het aardoppervlak van onze planeet is bedekt met
water. Ons leven hangt af van de aanwezigheid van water; we vinden het
overal om ons heen. Begrip van de wetten die het gedrag van vloeistof-
fen regelen is één van de grootste uitdagingen in de wetenschap. Het
onderzoek naar de bevochtigingverschijnselen, bijvoorbeeld hoe de inter-
actie van vloeistoffen is met onderliggende substraten, is een tak van de
vloeistof fysica die van groot belang is voor zowel fundamenteel onder-
zoek als ook voor praktische toegepassingen. Voorspellen en controleren
van het gedrag van vloeistoffen op vaste oppervlakken is belangrijk voor
ons dagelijks leven en voor talloze industriële toepassingen, variërend van
de voedings- en farmaceutische industrie tot de auto-industrie.

Zowel gladde als ruwe, chemisc homogene en heterogene oppervlakken
hebben allen op verschillende manieren invloed op de verspreiding van de
vloeistof. In de praktijk komen we vooral ruwe chemisch heterogene op-
pervlakken tegen. Vaak zijn gestructureerde oppervlakken isotroop, wat
impliceert dat de bevochtigende eigenschappen hetzelfde zijn in alle richtin-
gen. Voor het isotrope bevochtigingsproces zijn empirische formules, zoals
voorgesteld door Wenzel of Cassie en Baxter, vaak gebruikt om het meest
waarschijnlijke vloeibare statische bevochtigingsgedrag te modelleren. Zo-
lang de vorm van de druppels ongeveer bolvormig is, zijn de experimentele
resultaten in de meeste gevallen in goede overeenstemming met de voor-
spellingen die voortkomen uit deze modellen.

Een zeer interessante categorie van substraten, die van groot belang is
zowel vanuit het oogpunt van de toepassing als ook voor modellering
wordt gevormd door anisotrope gestructureerde oppervlakken. Deze op-
pervlakken definiëren een bepaalde richting waarin bevochtiging gunstig
is, terwijl de vloeistof beweging in de andere richting wordt afgeremd. Als
voorbeeld verwijzen we naar de vleugels van een vlinder waarop water-
druppels slechts weg kunnen rollen van het lichaam af. Een ander voor-
beeld wordt gevormd door rijst bladeren, waar de bih benadering lineaire
oppervlakte structuur bevordert dat de druppels in de lengterichting van
het blad rollen. Vanuit theoretisch oogpunt blijkt het een uitdaging om de
statische vorm van druppels op anisotrope oppervlakken te modelleren,
bijvoorbeeld met de formules zoals beschreven door Wenzel en Cassie-
Baxter. Deze modellen zijn over het algemeen niet toepasbaar als de sym-
metrie van vloeistofspreiding wordt verbroken. Niettemin zijn talloze pub-
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licaties verschenen waarin gemodificeerde Wenzel en Cassie-Baxter wor-
den voorgesteld om rekening te houden met de anisotropie van het on-
derliggende substraat. Echter, hoewel deze gemodificeerde formules vaak
een goede beschrijving lijken te geven voor de specifieke oppervlakken, is
het moeilijk om ze algemeen toete passen op andere vormen van anisotrope
structuren.

Zoals blijkt uit de discussie hierboven, moet een systematische studie
van het statische en kinetische gedrag van vloeibare druppels op anisotrope
oppervlakken worden uitgevoerd om een beter begrip te krijgen van de on-
derlinge afhankelijkheid van de statische vorm op de onderliggende struc-
turen. Als eerste stap beschouwen we in dit poefschrift morphologisch
vlakke, chemisch gepatroneerde oppervlakken. In dit werk worden de
anisotrope patronen gevormd door strepen me verschillende bevochtig-
ingsgraden. De strepen zijn afwisselend hydrofiel en hydrofoob voor de
vloeistoffen die in dit onderzoek zijn bestudeerd. Deze anisotrope patro-
nen definiëren twee verschillende loodrechte richtingen voor verspreiding
van de vloeistof: de verplaatsing van de vloeistof in de richting evenwi-
jdig aan de strepen wordt vergemakkelijkt, terwijl in de loodrecht richt-
ing wordt tegengewerkt door energie barrières op regelmatige afstanden
ten gevolge van de hydrofobe strepen. Als gevolg van deze verschillende
modi van spreiding, kan de statische vorm van de druppels doorgaans
worden benaderd door een cilinder met twee halfronde uiteindes.

Als de relatieve breedtes van de strepen worden gevarieerd, of, met an-
dere woorden, wanneer de totale macroscopische oppervlakte-energie wor-
dt veranderd, heeft dit direct invloed op de statische vorm van de drup-
pels. Een systematische studie van de geometries van de statische drup-
pel geometrie als functie van de oppervlakte-energie wordt beschreven in
hoofdstuk 2. We laten zien dat de lengte van de druppel en de statische
contacthoeken voor verschillende vloeistoffen schaalt als functie van de
relatieve hydrofobiciteit van het oppervlak. Deze laatste grootheid wordt
bepaald door de verhouding van hydrofobe en hydrofiele streep breedtes.
Bovendien blijkt het Cassie-Baxter model een juiste beschrijving te zijn
van de statische contacthoeken, gemeten in de richting evenwijdig aan de
strepen. De schaling wordt beschrijven en bediscussieerd

Om een beter inzicht in de vorming van de eerder genoemde asym-
metrische druppeltjes te kregen, bestuderen we in hoofdstuk 3 het dy-
namische gedrag van druppels over de gestreept gepatroneerde opper-
vlakken met een hoge snelheidscamera. Een onverwacht lang initiële sprei-
dingsregime is waargenomen, waarin het contactoppervlak van de drup-
pel met het substraat bij benadering cirkelvormige blijft en de versprei-
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ding van de vloeistof nauwelijks door het onderliggende patroon wordt
beı̈nvloed. De experimentele resultaten tonen aan dat 65 % -90 % van de
uiteindelijke vorm wordt aangenomen voordat het gestreepte patroon in-
vloed krijgt of de directionele spreiding van de druppel. Dit feit is wellicht
wel de reden vovvr het schalingsgedrag zoals gerapporteerd in hoofd-
stuk 2. Bovendien zijn de kwantitatieve gegevens met betrekking tot de
snelheid van de contactlijn in relatie tot de oppervlakte-energie geanaly-
seerd, waardoor een vergelijkende studie van de beweging in orthogonale
richtingen voor verschillende patronen mogelijk wordt.

In de hoofdstukken 4 en 5 wordt de translatie van een druppel over
streep-patroon oppervlakken bestudeerd. Goed gedefiniëerde patronen,
die beweging langs de strepen bevorderen en tegelijkertijd de verplaats-
ing loodrecht op de bewegingsrichting beperken, bieden waarschijnlijk de
moeglijkheid om druppels over grotere afstanden te verplaatsen ten op-
zichte van chemisch gedefiniëerde isotrope gradiënten. In het ontwerp van
het patroon, wordt rekening gehouden met de resultaten zoals bescreven
in de twee voorgaande hoofdstukken. Om er zeker van te zijn dat de be-
weging daadwerkelijk zal plaatsvinden, werden overwegend hydrofiele
patronen gebruikt tijdens deze studie. Uit analyse van de experimentele
resultaten blijkt dat het bereik van de oppervlakte-energieën die worden
gebruikt, in principe vergroot kan worden.

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt de beweging van druppels bestudeerd over lineaire
patronen bestaande uit achtereenvolgens geplaatste rechthoeken, gemaakt
van parallel lopende strepen met toenemende oppervlakte-energie. Er is
gekozen voor dit ontwerp zodat de druppels dezelfde cilindrische vorm
tijdens de beweging aannemen zoals bestudeerd in hoofdstukken 2 en 3,
waardoor we de resultaten kunnen vergelijken met de eerder verkregen
gegevens. Omdat de bewegingsrichting van de druppel goed gedefiniëerd
is, kunnen we gebruik maken van een hoge snelheidscamera. Uit de metin-
gen hebben we vier stadia van de beweging gedentificeerd, en hebben
we de snelheden van de contactlijnen in de verschillende stadia als func-
tie van de oppervlakte-energie gekarakteriseerd. Bovendien worden de
verzamelde gegevens besproken om uiteindelijk richtlijnen vast te stellen
voor toekomstige ontwerpen, afhankelijk van welk aspect van de vloeistof-
beweging moet worden benadrukt.

In hoofdstuk 5 wordt de beweging van druppeltjes over radiale patro-
nen besproken, waarbij de druppel van het centrum van het patroon af
wordt bewogen. De radiale ontwerpen worden bestudeerd met het oog op
de eventuele toepassing als anti-bevochtigingscoatings op ’nozzle’-platen
in inkjet printkoppen. Het doel is om ongewenste inkt bevochtigingsla-
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gen, die interfereren met het printproces, te verkomen. Een eerste ver-
schil met lineaire patronen is dat vanwege de radiale symmetrie het moeil-
ijk is om te voorspellen in welke richting de druppel zal bewegen. Als
gevolg daarvan is het niet mogelijk gebleken om met onze opstelling hoge
snelheidscamera zij-aanzicht filmpjes te maken. Ten tweede, als gevolg
van de minder sterke beperking van de beweging loodrecht of de gradi-
ent, hebben we gevonden dat over het algemeen de translatiesnelheden
lager zijn. Niettemin vertoont de beweging over radiale patronen gelijke-
nis met de lineaire patronen, zodat de verkregen informatie op lineaire
patronen in de beschrijving van de druppel beweging kunnen worden
toegepast. Verder worden nieuwe kenmerkende karakteristieken voor ra-
diale patronen, die niet worden waargenomen op lineaire patronen, zoals
zogenaamde vloeistof “bruggen” geı̈dentificeerd en besproken

Tenslotte wordt in hoofdstuk 6 de invloed van relatief ondiepe struc-
turen in onze anisotrope gestreepte patronen op de statische vorm van de
druppels bestudeerd. Meer specifiek, de hydrofiele strepen, zoals in alle
vorige hoofdstukken besproken, zijn nu vervangen door een groef met een
diepte van 2µm. Energetische berekeningen op basis van de dimensies
van onze structuren suggereren dat alleen de Wenzel toestand kan worden
verwacht, die overeenkomt met een volledige bevochtiging van gestruc-
tureerde oppervlak door de vloeistof. Echter, op een deel van de patro-
nen wordt een metastabiele Cassie-Baxter toestand waargenomen, waarin
de vloeistof de onderliggende structuur niet geheel bevochtigt; de menis-
cus hangt boven de groeven. De metastabiele eindtoestand van de drup-
pels op de onderliggende structuur, alsmede de verlenging van de drup-
pel in de richting evenwijdig aan de groeven, wordt bestudeerd als functie
van met name de groefbreedte. Bovendien vergelijken we onze experi-
mentele resultaten met theoretische voorspellingen op basis van beschik-
bare modellen. Met behulp van de berekeningen voor isotrope structuren
met dezelfde geometrische parameters zijn we in staat om de anisotropie
geı̈nduceerde verstoring van de statische druppel beter te kwantificeren.
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